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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 60

Find Bank

Money

In Mattress

And

The New* Ha* Beat *
Conetnicthre Booster for
Holland Since 1872

Holland Michigan Thurtday July 30, 1931
State

HELPS WITH THE THRESHING AT EIGHTY-ONE

Bank At
News Items Taken From the

Hudsonville Is

Number 31

Strange Suit
Files of

is

Started Against

TALK ABOUT TROUT FISHING
-45 IN ONE HOUR

Goodrich Boats
Are Saved From

Mr. Wm. Fox, of Borculo,who is
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
81 years of age, is very spry as he
of
George Getz, Jr., has just reI>ake
assisted with the threshing at the
Fifteen Years
tuned from a trout fishing trip in
Hop farm. He was a former resiHUDSONVILLE BANK BANDS dent of Zeeland and a cobbler at STATE REPRESENTATIVE
05 miles from Duluth.
MANUFACTURINGOF ICE IN Wisconsin,
AROUND SEVERAL
He whs guest at the ('. K. Lewis BOAT COMPANY IS NOW PAYElzinga'sShoe store in the days of
FRED McEACHRON
PACKAGES
ING DEBTS AND WILL BE
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
Grant Scott found a dynamite RESIDENCE DISTRICT BRINGS farm at Lewis, Wisconsin, named
hand shoe making. Mr. Ralph Fox
IS CASHIER
NOISE
AND
DAMAGES
after
the
man
who
owns
the
place
GIVEN A CHANCE
bomb
last
Saturday
near
the
Westand his daughter, Mrs. Jennie
Later— Rest of Money Found
and who privately raisea trout to
Black Lake is far ahead of other ern Tool Works. An attempt to
Nusimer of Holland visited at the
Bottom of a Garbage
home of Mr. and Mrs. William Hop Robbers Keep Car Going While lakes in black bass fishing, big explode it had been made, but it
Spring l^ke needs a zoning stock streams.
Three ships of the Goodrich
Can
last Friday.
strings are being caught daily by did not work and the explosive is ordinance it appears, judging from ‘ Anyway, George, Jr. caught 45 Transit company, the Christopher
They Loot; Shove Employes
local and outside fishermen.
still in shape to do deadly work. a suit just filed at Grand Haven and beauties within an hour in one of Columbus, Carolina and Arizona,
the small streams flowing through
Juat before the Holland City
In Bank Vault
It is thought by the police that at least the preliminaryin the
were saved from the auction block
the estate. Mr. Lewis sells trout by
News goes to press $572 in Hudson- FORCED BARBERING
H. Van der Haar is going to build someone stole the bomb and finding matter has already been started,
by a decision rendered by cinruit
ville bank money, taken by robbers
Holland police were quickly noti- an addition to his store and resi- that it could not be put to any use when Samuel Falls, prominent the thousands to different states
BRINGS FINES TO
throughout the nation, and take Judge John C. Kleczka in Milwaufrom the bank late Tuesday afterfied shortlyafter 4 o’clock Tuesday, dence on Eighth Street. Note: The threw it away.
Spring Lake man filed a petition Mr. Getz’s word for it, the streams kee a few days ago.
RESORT BOYS that robbers had held up the Hudnoon, was found in the Willis Gilstore is now owned and operated by
asking for an injunction restrainflowing thru Lewis’ land are virBale of the ships was threatened
lette camp on West Seventeenth St.
aonillve bank and relieved the instiNeal Ball, driven by Johnnie ing Tony Ver Plank from operating
Charles Leonard, aged 18, and tution of $4150 and made their es- Frank Charter as a barber shop.
tually alive with brook trout.
in a foreclosureproceeding brought
where Mr. and Mrs. Gillette were
Van der Haar conducteda meat Boone, won second money in the his artificialice plant, located next
Paul Wi. Gross, 17, Highland Park
by the First Union Trust A Savcape in a whippet car that was left market in it for years and the res- 2:20 pare at Bay City last Thurs- to the Fall's residence.
4!!KirMUi!i!n:>i!:!!!i!niniH!!!iniii!!!!!n!iH!n!!H!!!i:Hii<
residents,from St. Louis, pleaded
ings bank of Chicago, against the
running in front of the bank, while idence was in the rear. Mr. Van der •lay. Note: This unusual horse was
guilty to an assault charge on EuThe petitionwas denied in cirGoodrich company and its receivers,
THE NEWS STOPS THE
rope Otev, 14. Justice C. E. Burr they entered and took the cash at Haar was one of the first settlers named after Holland’sgreatest
Captain Edward Taylor and George
PRESS TO TELL THE STORY sentenced them to apologize to the the point of a revolver, according in the Holland Colony and was the ball player of all time, who was the cuit court a few days ago by Judge
John Vanderwerp of Muskegon,
Getz. The receivershippetition
parents of the boy, and pay the to report. Two banditsentered with father of Dick Van der Haar of this idol of Holland fans 30 years ago. occupying the bench in place of
was filed last November, alleging
The News stops the press to tell costs of $4.30.
pistols drawn and held up the as- city.
He made good in the big league Judge Fred T. Miles, who has been
the Transit company defaulted on
the story that just now the balance
and made the only triple play un- holding court in Muskegon for the
Cornelius Gross, aged Ifi, asso- sistant cashier, secured $4150 from
a $50,000 obligation. The three
of the bank money was found, near- ciated in the assault, was dismissed. the vault, overlookigg$3000 in
Rev. N. M. Steffens of Zeeland assisted in the American league
paitt week. The case was set tenships now lie Idle in Manitowoc
ly, $4,000 in a garbage can found The arrest was made by the Sher- cash in the til behind the counter.
was acquainted with the father of base ball records that we know of. tatively for Wednesday, Aug. 12.
harbor.
at the GiHette camp tent on West iff's department on Tuesday followHenry P. Stegeman, assistant Guiteau who shot President GarAttorney Leo C. Lillie,of Grand
Seventeenth street. The money was ing a complaintof the parents, bank cashier, and Gladys Corey, field at.. Washington a few weeks FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
Judge Kleczka agreed with the
Haven, appeared for the Sam Falls, THOMAS N. ROBINSON OPENS contention of the receivers at a
in the bottom of the can, covered that their son, 14 years old, had ! teller,were alone in the bank when ago. They became acquainted at
claiming that irreparableloss was
UP LAW OFFICES AT
with oozing, slimy garbage— and been rushed into a car and his hair! the bandits entered. Miss Corey Freeport, III. The president is still
hearing several months ago that
being sustained by his client in loss
talk about filthy lucre, here surely cut according to the fancy of the was in a back room gettinga drink
‘ TWIN CITIES
sale of the ships would crippleoplingering at death's door at Long
was a mess.
three older
|of water, while Stegeman was sit- Branch in a cottage on the ocean
erations of the Transit company.
Fred McEachron,cashier of the
o
ting at a high bookkeeper’s desk front. Note: PresidentGarfield
Thomas N. Robinson, who has If the sale were made, the decision
bank was busy cleaning and dry- A. H. LANDWEHR TO HEAD 1 working on a ledger, with his back died on Sept. 24 of that year. Me-lStrien. The church was sent by
held, it would be1 better to dispose
{
been an attorney in this city for a
ing the money.
of all the assets of the company
morial service* were held in Hope freight from the east and so
‘ f il .......
HOLLAND FURNACE BOARD to the teller’s window.
curtains
and
interior
of
his
home
The way the garbage can tip war.
Mcorr of years, will leave Holland jjft one deaFThe ’ dwildo^Ta'ted
According to Stegeman,his first Church, Rev. Daniel Van Pelt dc structed that it could be fitted to
by smoke; loss to the house through for a new and larger field, namely that the Goodrich company has rereceived was through Mayor Brooks
intimation that some one was in
A. H. Landwehr W’as elected the bank was when words were liveringthe sermon. Bev. N. M. gether in a very short time since jarring of the building from the Benton Harbor and St. Joseph, the duced a $700,000 indebtedness to
who grilled Kraai, who confessed to
Steffens later became the head of each part was numbered and
being implicatedin the robbery and chairman of the board of the Hol- spoken so inaudibly he could' not
constant vibration caused by the Twin Cities on Lake Michigan.He $164,800 and that its receivershad
the Western Theological Seminary. matched to an exact fit. The little
that the balance of the money land Furnace Co. at the regular catch their meaning.He continued He headed the remnant of the First church even had a little steenle runninR of thp mnfh'nrry.Claims has leased officesthere and will be- been able to cut operating losses
would be found in the garbage can. meeting of directorsTuesday. He
in the ,lmount nf ^•00° gin his practice the first of next materiallyfor the first four months
Reformed Church after the seces- Note: This Mission church wm
Chief Vander Schel hastened lo- eucreeriatho la.e C. M. M^Uan.;^nKhirm<'n,“rily™l',',,if™res
week. His familv of nine children of this year as compared with last
sion caused by masonry.The first beginning of what is now the Sixth
k d_
cal officers to the place, including Mr. laand^ehr had been president!j|.pn
The defendants in the rase were will stay with Mrs. Robinson at the | year. The Goodrich Boat Co. should
Then, as
the intruder passed meetings were held in the old ReformedChurch on Lincoln ave.
Police Commissioner Bill Deur, and of the company since iteWaniw- throURh’ a Ratp and walked t; ihp
represented by attorney Louis H. Lake Michigan cottage during .be given a breathing spell to exist
__ • ,nn- r< i?
j t. . • wihiukiin gate tuiu wMiitcuiu me w-ooden Hope College chapel on the
the money was found.
Osterhous, who in a lengthy argu- August and will go to Benton liar- Boating seems to have picked up
•i’
"I'™
entrance leading into the working site of the present Carnegie Hall.
With the death of Prof. J. H.
Mayor Brooks states in substance brother, was elevated from vice
the command, Later the church was built on Ninth Kleinheksel at Hone College, the ment presented to the court rea- bor in time for the opening of this year according to report and
that Kraai confesses that he and president and general manager to
.
sons why a temporary injunction school.
if given the proper consideration,
street and Central avenue.
distinction as the oldest teacher at
Peters held up the bank and that
would not alone rauae loss to the
Mr .Robinson has been an ener- and a chance to make good, this old
the collegegoes to Prof. J. B. NyGillette was the brains behrud the
The other wing of the church kerk, he having been a member of defendants but to hundreds nf getfr citizen and an untiring civic establishedcompany will undoubtwhole scheme. There was no time
his left arm over his fare to kept the mother church "the church the faculty for 31 years. Note: others in the community, who are worker and has given freely of his edly Ik* able to pull out of its finat this late moment to give the Ernest H. Snlkers an! Arthur W.
depending on the Spring Lake Ice time in promoting civic projects ancial difficultiesand will continue
prevent identification, while a blue
compute confession given at the Wrleden were re-electedto their gun, probably an automatic, was with the big pillars," now known Well! Doc is still dean, 15 years
and welfare work. No one knows to be a potent factor in great lakes
as the Ninth Street Christian Re- later, making his instructorage 46 1(
Mayor’s downtown
j respective positions of secretary
The plaintiff claims that contin- better than a newspaperman how shipping and commerce. Holland
pointed at me with his right hand. formed church. In the early days it years — old enough to come under
land treasurer.
I quickly turned my head down was known as the Van Raalte civil sendee. But the question now ual and continuous operationof
can help in this by thinking of the
again as commanded. He was the church.
arises:How old is Dean Nykerk? the plant, which is nriming on a
local SteamshipCo. when sending
conducting a roadside stand. This HOLLAND MAN° IS TO
night
and
day
schedule
up
to
Sept.
He won’t tell!
out, or directingof incoming
FIGHT DRUNK CHARGE only gunman I saw at the time.”
money was found tucked away in a
1, is a nuisance which is unbearable
Drinking cup in hand. Miss Corey
freight via the Goodrich.
mattress and later another roll of
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
emerged from the back room, unGerrit J. Diekema began a vigor- at the home which they have occuPeter
Braamse
of
Holland,
conmoney was found secreted between
aware that a holdup was in progSAY FAREWELL TO MISSIONous campaign for 'the nomination pied for many years on Savidge
victed in Justice Huxtable’s court
blanketsat the same place.
TODAY
ress.
She
said
she
knew
someone
for the governorship.George Clap- street in Spring Lake and long beARIES TONIGHT
Mrs. Gillettewas arrested and at Zeeland of being under the in- was in the bank from hearing conperton of Grand Rapids is in charge fore the Spring Lake Ice Co. had
FRIDAY
was searched by Mrs. Mabel Van- fluence of liquor while driving his versation. but presumed it was one
Rottschaffer Bros, have cominstalled
their
plant
there.
of the campaign and with him is
denberg of the Red Cross, and 56 car on M21 near Zeeland, will appleted the foundation for the Fifth
In
his
remarks
on
the
case,
Judge
of the directorstalking to .StegeThird Reformed church will give
one dollar bills were found in her peal his cape to the circuit court.
Ward school. Note: Now Long- associatedWalter Brooks of Grand VanderWerp said while he did not
man.
a farewell reception this Friday
Rapids, and Arthur Van Duren of
fellow School.
purse and several one dollar bills Mr. Brpamse was very indignant
When she saw the gunman, she
Holland.Headquarters are over believe it was necessary for him
evening to missionariessoon to rewere found in the cash drawer at after a Zeeland jury had convicted
Schmuders
Drug
Store on Monroe to grant a temporary injunction,
turn to the Orient. Rev. James M.
him
and
being
a
little deaf it was instinctivelystarted to back out
the stand, possiblymore tnan the
Marriage license has been issued
he Itelievedthe case should be
street.
difficult to make him understand through the door, but was ordered,
Martin, pastor, will speak and
for John G. Kronemeyer,Hamilton,
heard at an early date. It is not
that the jury had convicted him. "Come on in here. We want yoq,
President Wynand Wichers of Hope
and Gertrude Brinkman, Holland.
He denies flatly that he ever tasted too," she related.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. James An certain before whom the case will
college will preside.
• • •
be argued, but it is assumed before
As she walked into the room Miss
a drop although the jury held <*V
Missionariesinclude:Rev. Albert
Rev. Jeremias Kruidenierand nis a daughter.
either Judge VanderWerp or Judge
erwise. The prosecution brought Corey obtained an excellentview
Oilmans, for 46 years a representafamily of Holland will go back to
in one Holland witness and intro- of the gunmen. Each was about
The red signal light on the cor- Fred T. Miles, some time about
tive in Japan of the Reformed
Cairo, Egypt, after their second
duced testimoniesof some deputies 6 feet tall and of a rather slim
ner of Eleventh street and River Aug. 12.
Church in America and now secrefurlough.
Note:
The
missionary
who mad? the arrest.
The question is one which is of
build, probably weighing about 140
avenue is a temptation for cars to
tary for Japan of the American
At the trial he repeatedlymain- pounds, according to her descrip- died there some years later.
turn turtle. The sign "keep to the interest not only to Spring Lake
Mission to Lepers; Evelyn Oltmans
tained he had not been under the tion. She said they appeared about
people, but to all cities having a
right” is printed upside down.
and.C. Janet Oltmans, associated
influenceof liquor, but the jury, 27 or 28 years old. One had black
Attorney Corie Coburn, formerly
zoning ordinance in operation and
with the Japan mission since 1914;
many
of
these
duties
an
interested
composed of John Holleman,Ted hair and a black moustache. The of Zeelarul, now of- Grand Haven,
Diekema, Kollen and Ten Cpte Holland comes under that head.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry P. DePree,
Moerdyk, Gerrit Veneklasen, Cor. other w’ore a dark felt hat, under has announcedthat he is a candi- 1 law firm, will move their offices to The Verplank Ice & Coal Co. have citizen must shoulder and Mr.
Robinson has carriedhis full share. connected with Reformed missions
Beukema, Geo. Vander Weide and which light hair could be seen.
dato for Prosecuting Attorney,j the new First State Bank building. just completed a modern ice manuThe local attorney feels that for and educationalwork in China since
John Fris determined otherwise
The bandits ordered both Miss Note: Mr. Coburn now lives in De-l Isaac Marselje will also take offices facturingplant which was installed him there is a broader field in the 1907, and J. Coert Rylaarsdam,
and brought in a verdict of guilty.
I there.
in the building once occupied as a new location and he has the assur- graduateof Hope college recently
Corey and Stegeman into the vault,
He was assessed a fine of $100 where Stegeman handed over the
warehouseby the interurhan com- ance, of the proper entree in the appointed short term missionary in
and costs of $28.55, and thirty days
money to the bandits upon request.
pany. It is situatedin the heart of legal field of the "peach belt" coun- Arabia to succeed Raymond Dein the county jail. In case the fine
"Is that all?” demanded the
the business district of Spring try.
Young.
is not paid an additional sixty days
darker of the two as he received the
Lake, althoughone block in that
The Oltmans family, including
While in Holland, Mr. Robinson
will be added to his imprisonment.
Holland’s
Style
section is occupied by residences. has been in many important cases Paul, who recently was commisHis driver’s license was also re- $4150, of which $1400 was in one
The court room was well filled.
where he has made an excellent sioned a missionary to Japan, will
voked for ninety days. Braamse dollar bills, and most of the- remainder in fives, tens and twenties,
Mr. Falls in an interview states showing as a legal adviser. He has start for the Orient about the midthrough his attorney. Carl Hoffman,
stand would take in in an entire
with a few fifty and one hundred
that the noise from the diesel en- gone beyond the local field and re- dle of August and the DePrees will
appealed the case to circuit court
week. Around the money found in
dollar bills.
gme in the ice plant, the fumes cently won a prolonged legal bat- leave for China within a few weeks.
immediately.
the mattress were the paner bands
"Yes, that’s all there is here,"
from the oil and the vibration tle involving millionsof dollarsin Rylaarsdamwill sail for Arabia in
o
with the name "Hudsonville bank”
which has shaken the ground near- the so-called Lauren Rubber Tire September.
Hastings is so well pleased with Miss Corey said she told them.
plainly printedon the outside.
The bandits did not question
by, causing plaster in the Falls suit at Akron, Ohio. These cases
Mrs. Oltmans, who had been
tarmac paving, such as has been
Officer Bontekoe was giving Mrs.
house to crack, have all caused him were fought through the lower and associated with her husband in
laid between Allegan,Monterey them further about money in the
Gillette a thorough grillingin the
loss. He stated that he and Mrs. higher courts covering a period of Japanese mission work since 1886,
and Hopkins, that it has ordered til, which contained approximately
presence of a Holland City News
Falls had to abandon their resi- years ami turned out sucessfullydied several months ago at Char26,000
gallons of the stuff with $3000 more of the bank’s funds.
representative and she admitted
Politely,the bandits then told
dence and move to a cottage in for Mr. Robinson’s client. Mr. lotte, N. C., during their furlough
which
to
pave
thirty-one city
that Peters had given her the money
Robinsonstill has that legal con- in this country. Their son, Theoorder to secure n night’s rest.
blocks. This county is laying more Miss Corey and Stegeman, "Please
she had in her possession. It was
The artificialice plant was erec- section as well as being the attor- dore Oltmans, now is a medical
of
this in roa<j improvementsin don’t ring the burglar alarm. Keep
rather a coincidencethat the lady
quiet and don’t move out of the
ted this spring by Mr. Ver Hank ney for firms in Flint and other missionary in China.
possessed all one dollar bills and Gunplains.
vault until we’ve gone.”
in the former interurhan power Michigan cities.
o
Cashier McEachron stated that in
Both withdrew from the vault
house following failureof the ice
Mr. Elbern Parsons, the law SILO GIFT BRINGS SUIT
Dr.
Ralph
Ten
Have,
Ottawa
all 1300 one dollar bills were taken
and closed the doors, but did not
crop on the lake last winter. Dur- partner of Mr. Robinson, will conIN LOCAL COURT
county
health
commissioner,
atfrom the bank.
lock them, ran to their car, which
ing the recent hot spell, he was tinue to practice law in Holland.
tended
a
clinic
in
Ann
Arbor
over
The men suspected in Holland by
was parked directly in front of
forced to operate his 120 horse- Mr. Parsons knows the law, has
Two brothers and a neighbor of
the Holland police, were Henry the week-end.
the bank with the motor running
power diesel engine steadily for six been an able assistantto his form- Hudsonville fought out a misunderKraai. 23. Willis Gillette and Omer
and headed southeast, jumped in,
weeks without a shut down in order er partner, and has made many standing about a farm silo in a jus'fM.
that some more money would be
“John’’ Peters.
whirled around a comer and deto supply the demand for ire.
r'!,y- The supposi tice court suit before Justice GalHowever, what brought the mat- found in a bucket near the stand, parted south on old M-50.
Although Fourth of July has gentleman who looks a little more from the engine is carried off in a tion is that he will continue in' the ien at the city hall today.
ter to a climax was a telegram but by 6:30 the officershad not reoffices that have been occupied by
The two bank workers remained long since passed, a few days ago austere. Well, one is Henry Vinke- tall steel stack.
It seeml? that Bessel VandeBunt*
from Battle Creek sent to Mrs. Gil- turned.
tho local firm for a number of of Holland had purchaseda farm
inside the vault, fearing to open a snapshot was sent in relative to mulder and the other is Gertrude
Representative Fred Me Eachron
lette, intercepted by the Holland
years.
the door lest they be shot, until the celebrationheld at North Hol- Lievense and we want you to know
across from his brother Jacob VanJames Brundagc, 24 years old of
police in which Peters wired that was in the city all day and was unThe Grand Rapids Herald of this de Bunte'a farm at Hudsonville,and
they heard the outer screen door land which proved to be an unusual that they are not nearly as old as Lansing, was pulled from the har$100 be sent him to Birmingham, stinting in his praise of the Hol- of the bank slam, and then dashed success.
the clothingthey are decked out in. bor just north of the coast guard morning prints a picture and the his brother Bessel had stated that
near Detroit. Officer Peter Liev- land police officerswho had so dili- outside.
There were many features in tho These outfits have reached the ripe
the old silo on the farm he had purstation, Grand Haven, at about 9:30 following story of Mr. Robinson:
ense and Neal Plaggenhoefwere gently worked on the case. Among
old age of 75 years,
years. The
shy couple
"The law firm of Robinsonand chased would be a gift to him. Latine sny
Tuesday. Brundagc, when
Stegeman immediately ran next parade that passed through the vil- om
rushed to that city and arrested those who have been untiring in
Parsons at Holland has been dis- er Jacob Vande Bunte sold the farm
door to the home of Marshal John lage— decidedly unique. All school
wa» in « drowning rondiPeters when he made the demand their efforts were acting Chief VanDe
Vree and notifiedhim of the districts were represented in some wd M h e** Stt le* German0 d erby^re r,'8ni,‘Hl
to Albert Tate and then Besael
tion. He was resuscitatedby the solvcd, it was announced today.
for the money at the telegraph of- der 'Schel, Officers Peter Lievense,
way with floats.Noordeloos in their John Haan and Lena Lievense.The
robbery,.while Miss Corey picked
“Elbern Parsons, junior member Vande Bunte brought suit against
coast guards and 'rejoined his party
fice. The local officers telephoned Neal Plagenhoef,Jim Spruit, Night
division showed the farm imple- man to the left, who is looking
of the partnership,will continue to both his brother Jacob and Tate
up the telephoneand when the
home, informing acting Chief Van- Officer Frank Van Etta, Dave
ment age, harking back to the rather shyly at his wife, who in of friends later in the evening.
conduct tho business in the future for the price of the silo. Representoperator answeredshouted,"We’ve
O’Connor,
Officers
Van
HofT,
Peter
sickle
and
followed
by
the
cradle,
der Schel that they had Peters and
turn is playing hide 'an seek beand Thomas N. Robinson will move ative Fred McEachron appeared for
been robbed.” The operator notified
the reaper, and the binder. Rather hind a little Dutch boy is wearing .
that he made a full confessionand Bontekoe and Frank Wierda and
to Benton Harbor and open a law Jacob Vande Bunte and Tate and
Sheriff
Kelley
and
then
surrounda unique feature of this display his old wedding outfit of many ‘°[? proceeding further,
that they were bringing him home. JusticeG'alien.
office in the Fidelitybuilding there Attorney Carl Hoffman for Bessel
ing towns, and within a short time
was a reaper 50 years old. owned years ago. This is also true of his! Exc®I* for, thf 4v,ct,ms"° "nr Monday.
The two officershad not arrived Sheriff Steketee and Deputy MarVande Bunte.
when the News went to press there- vin DrnHerder,and Dick Homkcs bank vigilanteswere searching for by two old bachelors, Wolting better half and we hereby introduce was awarp waaf was Koing on
"With his departure from HolThe verdict of the jury was no
the bandit pair.
until
the
gunmen
had
made
a
clean
were
also
active.
Brothtrs,
and
the
machine
was
duce Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lievense.
fore the exact details cannot be
About
25
feet from the bank, at driven by Mr. Kuiper. West Olive The Red Cross girl is Anna I/>h- get-away. The loot was taken from lind. Mr. Robinsonwill have fin- cause for action. The jurors were
The capture of the Holland susgiven at this time.
ished 20 years of activityin this Henry Jappinga, Harry Jones,
Another man implicatedwas pects brought two state detectives Hudsonville’sonly traffic light on transfused the light of all ages man and her partner is Jack Ween- 1 the vault into which the victims city. He is n graduate of the Hoi- Gerrit Klaasen, Joe Nuiamer and
M-21,
H.
Donald
Broersma,
54
I were forced and was all in bills of
from the tallow candle to the elecGeorge Vander Pool, who was taken to Holland, namely Phillip Hudson
land high school and the University Clarence DeWaard all of Holland.
Pleasant st., S.W., Grand Rapids, tric glim. West Crisp picturedthe
Others in the style show not pic- $1» $10, $20 and $10(1 denominations. of Michigan. Completinghis eduto Grand Haven. Vander Poel bid and E. F. Sears, both of Lansing.
o
was
unsuccessfully
attempting
to
evolution
of
travel,
from
the
ox
No
customers
were
in
the
bank
tured were Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
been in difficulty- before but tipped They had no hand in the capture
cation in 1911, he opened an office LARGEST SODA FOUNTAIN
"thumb”
a
ride
into
Grand
Rapids.
team to the automobile, and what Slagh, Kathryn Nicnhuis and Ches- when the bandits entered.The here the same year . Later he formthe officersoff about who committed however. John J. McKeon of the
IS SHIPPED FROM GR. HAVEN
He saw the bandit car pull up in is more the modes of courtship of ter Weener. who formed a pretty robbers parked their car directly in
the robbery and wanted to be safe- American Surety Company, who
al a partnershipwith the late Rayguarded since the men implicated have insured the bank against rob- front of the bank, watched its two today and yesteryear was vividly setting on a well regulated golf front of the building, which is just mond Visschcr and from this firm
The largest soda fountain ever
occupants enter, but thought noth- shown. In the case of dobbins,the course. There are others on the off M21, on the left. Miss Corey
had threatened him, he claims, and bery, is also on the ground. He is
became associated with Jay Den made at Grand Haven, with 350 ft.
ing
of
it,
and
then
run
out,
jump
old
"nag"
had
full
rein.
picture
whose
names
we
could
not
was in a rear room getting a drink Herder. For the last eight .wars
he wanted to go straight since his assistantmanager of the company
into the machine and drive off at
North Holland float had rather a ascertain and also those in the of water and Stegeman was busy Mr. Robinson and Mrs. Parsons of counters, was shipped by the
last tilt with the law. Officers be- in Detroit.
Bastian Blessing Co. of that city t*
Leonard Gillette of Zeeland was high speed. He gave officialsa de- domestic complex. The washboard style show who are not on this pic- over his books with his back to the have been. associated.
lieve that VanderPoolis telling the
a Los Angeled firm. Richard Kruiscription of the car and said he be- and tub .the handpower In wash- ture. but we assure you they were door. One of the gunmen passed
also
implicated
but
states
that
he
"Active
in
civic
affairs,
Mr.
Robtruth.
zenga, an official, said that with its
The officers are now endeavoring was not in on the deal. He said lieved the first four licensenum- ing machines and last the electric, all tip top in their make-ups, and through the office at the right of inson was one of the founders and length of counter, the fountainwas
making
all
easier
for
mother
and
: divisio
bers
were
1-077,
although
he
did
this
division
received
first
place
as
the entrance and was entering the the first president of the Holland
to find out which of the group ca- that he suspected the boys were up
far longer than any previously
the home.
it deserved.
cage when the assistant cashier r ish and Game Club, was president
tered the bank. Kraai, who formerly to somethingbut what it was, he not obtain the last three.
made at the plant. The soda founHowever
the float that took first
Tho prizes given were East Crisp turned around.
A
machine
resembling
that
of
the
of
the
Rotary
Club
two
years,
exdid
not
know
and
the
officers
are
lived in Borculo, also has been in
tain business will shortlyenter its
prize
was
the
style
show
of
East
school
District,
first,
Noordeloos,
description
furnished
by
Broersma
alted
ruler
of
the
Elks
club
here
a
The
robber
put
his
arm
over
his
difficultybefore. Miss Corey, who inclined to believe him.
dull season, not to pick up until
Crisp.
Outfits
of
old
vintage
of
75
second,
North
Holland,
third,
West
had
been
"hanging
around"
in
the
Without doubt Holland officers
face and commanded: "Don't look number of years ago and a member
had a full view of the two robbers
the first of the year, according to
years ago up to the present day Crisp, fourth, Olive Center, fifth.
of the chamber of commerce."
at me. Get into the vault."
who entered the bank when she re- will he in on the division of a vicinity of the Henry Van Hage gaprevious years' showings but the
golf
suits—
yes,
even
bench
pajaThe
Holland
High
school
hand
-OThe bandits apparently were obturned from the back room for a $2500 reward if the men in ques- rage most of the afternoon,apparGrand Haven factory is still runmas, were in the display.
made an excellentshowing in the served at the time of the robbery LOOSES TWO FINGERS
ently
waiting
the
bank
closing
time,
tion
are
convicted
of
this
crime.
drink >of water, did not recognize
In the picture above you will no- parade. John Kemme was chairON HIS LEFT HAM) ning strong. oby no one in the village besides
Kraai in Holland when he was pre- This reward is a standing offer of Mr. Van Hage told bank officials.
man
of
the
parade
committee,
and
tice
the
two
center
figures,
the
He said
Weeand
1 Allegan
. occupantsresembled the
Stegeman, Miss Corey and Broersented to her. She said the taller the Ottawa
motherly-looking
lady in Albert Stcgenga was general chairG. John VanZocrcn,living at 78 LARGE MALE CHORUS
man had a mustache,— but strange Bank units, each bank contributing description furnished by Miss sweet,
sma. Fred F. McEachron,cashier,
WILL SING AT FE8T
wooden
shoes, togetherwith the man.
to say Kraai had shaved off his their share to such a reward for | Corey,
had remained at his home Tuesday, West 15th street, head chemist at
De
Free
Co.,
was
seriously
injured
any
bank
robbers
caught
and
conAs
soon
as
he
was
notified
of
the
afternoonbecause of illness. He
mustache the day after the robbery
One of the largestmale choruses
and was presented to Misa Corey victed at any time in their district. ' holdup by Stegeman, Marshal De
had started to come down to his Monday morning wdien in some un- ever heard in Holland will give a
seeing
any
trace
of
the
car
and
accountable
way.
he
had
his
left
dent.
State
Rep.
Fred
F.
McEach« ,
1 Vree gave chase on old M-50, foloffice about 3 o’clock, but changed
clean shaven.
program of music at the Pine Lodge
hand caught in the large fan used
ron is cashier.
The information leading to the ! lowed the car 4 miles south and then returned.
All this afternoon Kraai told acthis mind when he experienced dizReformed 'church misaion lest
to
take
fumes
from
the
Inbratory
arrests
came
from
George
Vander;
then
2
miles
west
on
the
road
leadGrand
Rapids
and
btate
police
The last report of the bandits ziness. A few minutes later he was
ing Chief of Police Vander Schel
in which he works. The blades so Thursday evening. The chorus
that he would come clean if given Pool. who reported to Night Chief l in8 »nto Zeeland until the tire also were notified and were on the I waa that they passed through Over- called to the hank.
numbers about 80 voices and will be
pencil and paper so he could figure Frank Van Etta that an effort had tracks were lost to view when oblitThe black-hairedbandit with the mangled two of the fingers that directedby John Vandersluis.
alert for a car containing the two I '"!•
«
mil«
amputation
was
necessary.
Mr.
Van
it out. These were handed to him been made to get him in on the job [crated by the scraper. The driver
of here, about half an hour after the moustache was described by Miss
The Holland group has been augZoernen was hastened to Holland
but at 6 o’clock he was still “figur- to the point of thrustinga gun in of the scraper rememberedan auto- men answering the descnntion.
robbery. A vigilante reported to Corey as about 6 feet tall and
hospital where medical aid was giv- mented by singers from Grand
ket.
—
t*’«
his
pocket.
VanderPool
said
he
mobile
passing
at
high
speed,
he
The money stolen from the hank Deputy Sheriff Jack Slangierof [weighing 140 pounds. The second
ing it out”.
Rapids, Zeeland, Hudsonville,
was fully insured, Asst. Cashier Grand Haven that the bandit ma- ; bandit was less observedbut he en him. It is expected that he will Vriesland and other placea.
Gillette absolutely denies his succeeded in escaping from the told the marshal.
leave
the
hospital
today.
The airplanechartered by Sheriff Stegeman stated.
reward of chine dashed through the hamlet .appeared to have light hair and was
guilt and in this he is backed up by quartet.He immediately carried his
— —
o
*
his wife, but he will have to ex- information to Van Etta, but the Kelley to search for the bandits $2500 is offered by group 4 of the at a high rate of speed. The de- poorly dressed and wore a dark felt
Judge Fred T. Miles, of Holland,
Rev. J. Lanting and family have
robbery*
had
been
perpetrated
bewas
a
Furniture
Capital
Air
Service
plain away how Hudsonville bank
Michigan Banking associationfor scription of the men in the car hat, Miss Corey reported. Both returned from the Gull Lake Bible has been holding court in the Musfore
Van
Etta
could
get
his
inforship piloted by Floyd Becker. It information leading to the arrest tallied’ with that given by the bank gunmen were young, probably unmoney was found all about his stand
Conference. Mr. Lanting conducted kegon circuit this week and cleaned
scoured the entire vicinity of Hud- and convictionof the bandits.
and tent in which the couple lived. mation to the Hudsonvillebank.
employes. It is believedthe robbers der 30 years of age. The report he services last Sunday at the up some large financial matters inThe total amount stolen at the sonville, Zeeland and Holland from
It is understood that the officers a
William Boldt is presidentof the headed into the Allegan county from Overisel stated the driver Wyoming Gospel Tabernacle, Wy- volving a financecompany none of
few moments ago were tipped off Hudsonville bank was $4,150.
a height of about 400 feet, without bank, and L. M. Wolf is vice presi- bnBhlands to await nightfallbe- wore a blue shirt and suspenders. oming Park.
the parties are known in Holland.
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OLD AND RESPECED CITIZEN
DIES AT THE AGE OF
Holland, Mich.,
NINETY

MISS LOTTS OF OTTAWA

Entered as Second Class Matter

COUNTY

at the post office at
ander the act of Congress, March
8rd. 1879

One of Holland’s oldest citizens,
Mrs. Greetje Steketee, widow of the
late Andrew Steketee, one of the
Dumb and
leading pioneer merchants, died
early Saturday at her home, 66 W.
Eleventhstreet, at the age of 90
TTie dictionary says that to be lityears.
erate is to have a knowledge of
Mrs. Steketee came to Holland in
letters,to possessan education.For 1855 and later with her husband
the trials
practical purposes of the census,went through
.
... and hard„

.

-.

VERY BUSY

— -V

At Least 800 Women and Girls Are
Enrolled in Her Home Demon-

Dumb

.

IS

WOMAN

FLOUR

stration Classes

Where Hospitality Always Reigns

,

Gold Medal

A comprehensive report of home
economics extension work in Ottawa County during the past year
was presented by Esther C. Lott,
home demonstration agent, that is

— Pillsburjr

Avoid disappointment in cooking and baking - uaa Gold Medal or PilUbury Flour.
Excellentfor any purpose for which flour ie
obbm— .

used

75*
Country Club Flour

George F. Getz, the genial host Friend Tavern was especiallyad- rather convincingand indicates
MK-lb.
of Lakewood Farm, has again put mired . Centennial Park came
that she is a very busy woman. The
read and write.
.'drew Steketee, the husband, was the
for an abundance of praise.
1
1(
projectscarriedin the county durHolland on the map with big men of
When we read that illiteracy is founder of the present A. Steketee
The party left at 10 o’clock Mon- ing 1931 have met with much enthe
nation.
He
and
his
son,
George
& Sons Dry Goods store, which in
day morning on the yacht “Mix- thusiasm and many improved pracdecreasing in the United States at
the olden days al&o had a grocery Jr., were the hosts of a score or pah" in charge of Captain McDoi*
A quality general purpose flour,
tices in home-making are observed
l
a rate of approximately1.7 per in connection.
more of Illinoisstate senators,men aid. This is said to be one of largas a result of the work. In the
cent every 10 years, we may be enMr. and Mrs. Steketee also lived of prominence, severalcongressmenest yachts on the Great Lakes.
68 Ottawa County communities orAmong the guests were the fol- rnnized the following adult and
couraged, but not too set up. With through the stressful period of the from Illinoisand at least two
governors.Last year he extended lowing: Gov. Harry J. Leslie of In- unior projectshave been completa population of 122,775,046, a per- big Holland fire of 1871 which
swept away practically all of Hol- an invitation to a similar group and diana and son Richard Leslie; Gov. ed: nutrition, home furnishings,
centage of 4.3 illiteratesis a credit land’s business section.
this year all were fishing for a sec- Wilbur M. Brucker, and William J.
child care and training, sewing,
Complete. with galvanisedcape and rubbero
to the educationalfervor of the naThe Steketee’swere also mem- ond invitationto visit Lakewood. Stratton,secretary of state of 111- hot lunch and home management.
bers of the old Van Raalte church They came on the training ship inois.
tion.
One hundred and three local leadbotlk
“Wilmette,”were given luncheon j State senators of Illinois invited
Literacy, in its accepted sense, and with the secession joined Dr. and dinner at Lakewood, saw all [to Lakewood are J. Leroy Adair, ers in their resnectivecommunities
For sltnpBfied Jelly Making - mh It with fruit juice
N. M. Steffens in founding the
have carried the project work to
Inevitablytends to raise the stand- First Reformed church, the first there was to see there and that sure 'Charles W. Baker, James J. Barmore than 800 women and girls enNo.2«une
ards of a people. Beyond this, in its meetings being held in the old is something, bathed in the surf of hour, Martin R. Carlson, Andrew rolled and to 1500 not enrolled.
Avondale
sliced
or
enNhedflndHn
henry
syrup
Lake
Michigan
and
had
a
special
Cuthbertson, Clinton L. Ewing, W.
Thirty training schools were conliner meaning, it should uroduce frame Hope College Chapel buildprogram arranged for them. Of L. Fynn, John R. Hamilton, Louis
'
thinking men and women. The ing. The church at Central Ave- course the animals and gardens H. Hanna, Harold C. Kessinger, Si- ducted by the agent at six centers
nue and Ninth street is the result
to give instruction to the leadersin
White loaf cake with butter uooiii»lug;Ob—
sprtnMod with toasted cocoanut
were much enjoyed. There were at mon E. Lantz, Charles E. Lee, Wilworld is full enough of half-baked of the work of these founders.
the presenting of subject matter.
least
a
dozen
Chicago
and
newspaliam
R.
Me
Cauley,
Richard
R*
In the earlier days Mrs. Steketee
thinkers, dizzy from “a little learnSome interesting improved practices
Fried
per men from other cities, photo- Meents. Joseph L. Meyers, Victor
as direct result of the adult proing." To the truly educated man was a diligent worker in the church
and even at advanced age took a graphers for these papers, includ- J. Michel, Arthur A. Miles, Ray jects follows:
reading and writing are but the live interest in all activities there. ing the “Deacon” of the Chicago Paddock. Earl B. Searcy, Guy L.
Nearly 500 home-makers are ustull can
Smith. Charles H. Thompson, HarThe Holland family of Steketees Tribune, known the country over.
tools of literacy.
ing more milk both in cooking and
Governor
Harry
G.
Leslie
of
Inry
Willson,
N.
M.
Mason,
Thomas
ore a branch of the well known Stekas a beverage in their families, also
sandwichee
Genuine Pink Ale dm etce family of Grand Rapids, many diana as well as our own governor. P. Gunning. Richings J. Shand, and more fruit and raw vegetables are
of them prominent in business and Wilbur Brucker, were honored Lowell B. Mason.
Wrapping Parcels in
being served in this number of
Country Club %
1H-Ib.
7C
Others who attended include homes. Manv mothers have reportmerchandising and outstanding ir. guests. Roderick Mason and Billy
Mason,
who
stand high in Illinois Roderick Mason of the Chicago Tripolitical
life.
College
ed fewer colds than due to knowlpolitics,were present. William J. bune; E. L. Ames of the Chicago
The first of the Steketeesto come
edge of general nutrition. 465
12c
Stratton, Illinoissecretaryof state, Post, R. J. Finnegan of the Chicago
from the Netherlands arrived at was also present.
homes have been made more nleasHekmen’s fine quality
Times;
Homer
Guck
of
the
HeraidThe postofficedepartment has Zeeland with the pioneers. This
in«? and homelike by the additionof
The
honored
the Examiner; It. Forest of the Chi............
- -guests
-----spent
........
Salad
quart jar
obtained permission from the inter- was Jan Steketee who came with night at Warm Friend Tavern and jeago American: James Houghtel- a braided, hooked or crocheted rug,
Embassy Brand • Pint 17c. Salad Spread - Pint 17c
five
sons
and
three
daughters.
by
new
color
schemes, bv rearstate commerce commissionto inAmong them being Paul and An- a breakfast was had the next morn- ing of the Daily News; Robert Lee rangement of articles and furnishing when Mayor Brooks presided. A of the Chicago Tribune; Captain
Dill
quart jar 1 7C
crease
limits drew Steketee, who later became
---- the size and weight
- „ .....
Besides the 110 mothers entrip about the city was taken and
Fresh firm selected dills - try them
of parcel post packages,and Is merchants of note in Western Mich- some of the best buildingsand fac- Edward Eyers, Captain Eversaide, rolled in the child trainingclasses
Senator Arthur H. Vnndenberg, Dr
igan.
109 fathers received the protect
about to launch “an intensive camtories were visited. The Bell Tele- \. B. Smith, James Getz, Jr., and
material. 211 childrenare enrolled
Mrs.
Steketee came from the phone Company building of Dutch
James Ames, publisherof the Jour- in these homes having narent edupaign to make the American people
Netherlands as a young girl of 14 architectureas well as the Warm
nal
of Commerce.
parcel post minded." Sixty parcel and was later wed to Mr. Steketee
cation. More than 100 magazine
Canton flannellined - knit wrists - strong and well made. Every home nseds them
articles and hooks on child trainpost supervisorswill be attached to at the home of her parents, Mr.
ing were read by those enrolled in
Ivory
Urge Pkg.
the largest postofficesthroughout and Mrs. Jan Scholten, at that time PILLOWCASE “BANK" IN WASH
the -child study classes.
living in Holland Township.
Small sixe package - 2 pkgs.
9
WITH
$196
Is
the country. They are expected to
Five hundred and forty-one artiThe funeral services were held
cles are reported made bv the 4 H
establishand maintain contact be- from the home Tuesday afternoon,
Guest
Ivory
c*kM
17c
Policemen William Kenny and
club girls enrolled in the sewing
The ever popular size soap
tween the public and the stamp Rev. James A. Wayer, pastor of the Steve Harrington, went to work in
projects.
1669
pupils
in
the
rural
First Reformed church, officiating,
counter.
schools were served hot lunches
Grandpa’s
,or
assistedby Rev. Henry J. Veltman, a laundry in Chicago.
11c
during the winter months by the 4
The postofficedepartment will a former pastor, now at Muskegon. Before them was a mountain of
dirty clotnes which they sorted,
H hot lunch clubs. Miss Lotf renot rest its efforts there. According Interment took place in the family
plot in Holland Townshipcemetery. bundle by bundle. Beside them was POPULARITY EQUAL TO OLD- ports unusual interest being shown
to its announcement:"Classes in
the summer program of work
The survivorsare Mrs. Kate Sie- Mrs. Doris Mikaliunas.
TIME EXHIBITS ANTICI- bv
civics in the schools and colleges gers, of Lafayette, Indiana, Mrs.
Finally after they had sorted,
which iQcludes marketing.demonPATED FOR AUG. 4 TO 8
stration gardens, 4 H food study
throughout the country are to be Mary Taijis of Holland, Paul Stek- and sorted and then sorted some
lb
“>•
end canning More than three hunetee of Jenison, Gerrit Steketee of more, Mrs. Mikaliunas shouted:
Instructedin the proper manner to
A mild bourbon Santos
A new blend of quality
dred
have
already
been
in
attendGalesburg, 111., George Steketee, “That’s it.”
While fairs in many adjoining
wrap, pack and address their pack- Peter Steketee.Andrew Steketee
She pointed to a particularbun- counties have been discontinued,ance at the canning demnostrations
ages, with a view to wiping out the and Henry Steketee of Holland.A dle, which was opened. Inside, the Holland included, interest in $he which the home demonstration
lb
lb
economic loss occasionedevery year sister, Mrs. Reka Boonstra of Zee- officers found the $196 which Mrs. annual Allegan County fair is agent has conducted so far this
A perfect blend
Supreme quality - vkcuum sealed
land, and Mr. Henry Scholten of
summer which have especiallyemthrough improperly wrapping and Holland, a brother, besides twenty- Mikaliunas had hidden in a pillow- kener this year, according to Jos- phasized the canning of vegetables
case.
eph F. Mosier,president.The Alleaddressing matter which is handled one grandchildren,also survive.
gan County fair will be held Aug. and poultry. The canning instruco
under the fourth-classmail priviBLIND MAN IS STEERED INTO 4 to 8, three weeks earlier than us- tion will be continued throughout
FINEST
and
|ual, and because of many new en- the summer months.
ALLEY. ROBBED
leges."
Working through organized
A complete line of Fresh Fruits and Vegetablesreceived daily in all Kroger Stores
L. H. Hunter, 30 years old and tertainment features'llis expected
groups of farm women and girls the
The initiative capacitydiscovered
blind, tapped his way out of a drug by fair officers this year’s cele^
home demonstration agent with the
by the department in thus seekstore at Denver, Colo, and stopped brat ion may reach the popularity
assistanceof the 103 local leaders
goal
established
by
fairs
of
a
decEib»
at the corner, preparatory to crossing to increaseits revenue through
who rive volunteerservice, plans to
ing the street."Here, Buddy, let’s ade ago.
Plump,
ruddy-cheeked
fellows, truly delicious- Georgia can truly be proud of these beeutiaa
the parcel post is encouraging; but
An airplanewedding with a pop- put through an even greater camgo," said someone. Hunter was
paign of both adult and junior eduwhy should instruction in wrapgrasped by each arm. He thanked ular Allegan county young couple
CaliforniaSun
288 sixe— doxen
as principals will be one of the fea- cation next year. The home demonping parcels be confined to classes PRICES OF FRUIT AND SUGAR his helpers.
strationdepartment deals with edtures.
An
automobile
parade
and
SHOULD URGE HOUSEInstead of being taken across the
in civics. Why not extend it to
style show each evening of the fair ucation outside of school walls
street, Hunter was taken into an
Home grown - crisp and
bunch
WIVES TO FILL CUPclasses in mathematics and geograis expected to prove a big attrac- hroueh its organized groups and 4
alley. His cane was thrown away.
H
clubs
in
the
rural
communities
BOARD
SHELVES
phy — as a matter of fact, to all
tion. There will be auto races on
He was robbed of his billfold,conthe final day. Contests in which and villages.
classes in iwhool and college, whose
taining $42.
o
patrons of the fair will take part
o
members have grown up without Prospects of a good peach crop,
Holland Folks Abroad
each afternoon harkens back to the
both in Michiganand the rest of
Sweet, ripe, delicious Watsons - 24-lb. average
having learned how to tie a string the peach growing States, lead the MACATAWA MINSTRELS A BIG early days of the fair.
Martin Hacklander was a visitor
SUCCESS
in Chicago Monday.— Mr. and Mrs.
Extensive Midway
or address a parcel intelligently?
department of horticulture at MichIn addition to all this there will Harold J. Karsten are on a woeks’
Campaigns of this sort are nec- igan State College to advise house- Children Score in Old-Time Minbe the usual free acts, horse races, vacation to the Straits,Mackinac
essary to remind one of how many wives to prepare to add a large
strel
stock, fruit and grain exhibitsand Island and other places of interest
supply of this fruit to the families
and
people there are in the world who
a midway with many unusual at- in Northern Michigan.— Miss Helwinter stores.
From
the “GentlemenBe Seated’’
ene
Van
Kersen
left
Monday
to
attractions.
go through life utterly incompePeaches will be on the market in to the “Grand Finale bv the Entire
Valuable prizes will be awarded tend a mission feat at Atwood.—
tent to some of its most primitive quantities from now until late Company,” Macatawa Hotel guests
Choice chuck cuts
winners in the contests, which will Mrs. H. J. Hansen and daughter
September and it is impossible to and cottagerswere delightfullyentasks.
include a harmonica contest, coaster have returned from a wek’s visit to
tell just when they will be cheap- tertained by a group of talented
wagon parade for children, boy scout Dearborn.— Rev. and Mrs. Henry
est. The -Michigan crop usually children under the personal direc- contest,greased pig catching, Van Dyke have returned from a
Sugar cured - 2 to 3 lb. pieces
starts on the market the middle of tion of Judge M. Hartmen of St
AUTOGYRO COMING TO
vacationtrip through Michigan—
greased pole climbing, bread
August
and
this State will have Louis. The following comprised ing contest, rolling pin throwing Dr. and Mrs. Seth Vander Werf
THE ALLEGAN COUNTY
three times the number of peaches the cast: Wilma Engel of St. Louis. contest, and husband and wife call- and son Lester, left Thursday for
FAIR NEXT WEEK, it had last year.
Interlocutor;Mary Martindale, of
ing contest. Prizes are to be of- Coxsackie,New York.— Mrs. Ben
Locally growm, tree-ripenedfruit Lansing, Michigan. “Ruby Taylor”; fered for the largest family on the Tucker and grandson La Verne
Of more than usual interest to
Deliciously smoked and flavored
usually has the best flavor and Mary Ellen McDermott, Danville, grounds, oldest man and woman, Welling are spending a few days in
those who would keep abreast of
makes
the
best
canned
product. 111., "Madam Queen” Fred Kelly, couple married the longest, boy Fennville.
the times is the announcement by
lb.
The price of sugar is low this year Grand Rapids. Michigan. "Amos"; with the most freckes,boy with
the . management of the Allegan
so housekeepers have an excellent Raymond Friedman, St. Louis, the reddest hair, and many other
NORTH
HOLLAND
A roast you will be proud to serve
County Fair that they have ob"Andy” “Endmen".
evenes.
tained consent from the Detroit opportunity to preserve a year aThe following were the vocal seMr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Knoll
are
round
supply
of
peaches.
A
feature
of
the
automobile
races
News, owners of the autogyro airlections: "Moonlight Saving Time”
will be the awardingof prizes for happy over the fact that the stork
Varietiesrecommended for home
Quality beef
plane that has been talked of so
entire company; “King's Horses,”
Lean short riba
much, but which few people in this canning an* Rochester, South Ha- Dorothy Scneu; "WalkingMy Baby the oldest and newest cars on the brought them a twelve pound babv
section have ever seen, to bring ven. Kalamazoo,Engle, J. H. Hale, Back Home,” Raymond Friedman; ground, the funniest car, the most girl, named Mildred, born July 22.
Gold Drop, and Elberta. Many "Whisfling in the Dark,” Camilla collegiate car .a tire changing race Harriet Kapenga and Gertrude
this new machine to the fair.
Watch our Window Streamers for Outstanding Week-End Specials
A demonstration by Pilot Byerly home canners will be suprised to Stout; “Stein Song,” Harold Sachs; and a back-seat driver’srace. In Diepenhorst spent a few days last
of the News is planned for the en- find that * several varieties of “Sleepy Town Express,” Dorothy this race the wife will sit in the week visiting friends in Kalamatertainment and education of fair peaches have better qualities for Scheu; Macatawa.entire company. back seat and “drive” while her zoo.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Schilleman
.VI
K RO(
goers for two days at the fair. the pantry shelves than Elbertas, Tap Dancers— Mary Martindale, husband sits blindfolded in the
front seat. The race will be around and childrenmoved to Spring Lake
These demonstrations will be given hut any of the varieties named Mary Ellen McDermott.
the half-mile track .around which last week. Mr. and Mrs. Gail Rchilfrom the center field in front of the can be used with the assurance
Fancy Dance— Wilma Engel.
obstacleshave been placed.
lemon are now occupying the home
grandstand and will show how this that they will be satisfactory.This
Others on the cast were: Shirley
at North Holland.
Latest in Styles
newest type flying machine rises is advice sent out from Michigan Hartman, Judith Gorngold,FlorAt the auto parade and style
Rev. and Mrs. Masson and famoff the ground almost straight up. State College East Lansing.
ence Baum. Delilah Murrah, Louise
show a group of best looking girls ily returned last Friday after a consumerswho trust to its purity
hovers motionless in mid-air and
Larson, Mike Scheid, Arthur Pinsin Allegan county will present the two-weeks’ vacation.They spent and and superior value.
»
v;
4
then comes slowly down to earth in MARRIAGES DIVORCES DE- ter. Biil Larson.
very latest styles and will take part most of the period visiting their
almost a straight drop but at a slow
CREASE IN COUNTRY
A special featureof the show was in the parade of the latest models parents and other relatives in Iowa.
GOOD QUALITY SOLES and heels
rate of descent.
a bathing beauty pageant in which
of automobiles.The competition Thomas Kapenga, ten-year-old $1.00. Homfeld Eectric Shoe hospiAs this machine is hard to obtain
Marriages decreased 8.7 per cent the following children, all under will be for a silver loving cup and i Ron of Mr. and Mrs. Albert.Kaptal, 317 Central avenue, Holland.
for such occasions it is possibleto
and divorces 4.2 per cent in the five years of age participated: the title “Miss Transportation of lenga. fell from a wagon last week
8tp37
have it at the Allegan Fair for only
Betty
1/ogue,
Ronald
Rosie,
Bobbie
United States during 1930.
Allegan County,” winner of the and injured his leg severely.He
Thursday, Aug. 6, and Friday Aug.
Denile,
Sol
Jonas,
Clark
Stout.
Jack
The census bureau, completing
title will receive, in additionto the 'was tnben to the Zeeland hospital
7, therefore these will both he big
FOR SALE-One “new” size 16 De
compilations three months more Baker, Bobbie Baker. Jane Foster, cup, $50 in gold. There will be a .and is rapily recovering,
days at the fair.
quickly than in any previous year, Donald Stout. Marjorie Logue, Roy second prize of $25. third of $151 Up to this time crops have been Laval Separator,retail price was
$116.00. now $98.50 for cash. One
yesterday tallied1,128,180 marri- Benan, Buddy Pinsler. Camilla and fourth of
; wonderful but rain is badly needNo. 12 new De Laval separator,reages in 1930 as compared with Stout, aged ten. proved an able aced.
of
1232,559 in 1929. The 1930 di-. companist..
SEARCH FOR YOUTH
We notice that the resort season tail price $100, now $82.50. Dickinson’s Hardware, Fennville,Michvorces numbered 191,630as against
THOUGHT DROWNED
is on because of the heavy traffic.
PIGEON SUFFERING
3tc32
201,468 in 1929. *
PROVES FRUITLESS
FROM ALCOHOLISM
Specials for Saturday
Experts attributed the falling off
FOR
SALE—
10
breeding ewes.
BIRD EXPERT SAYS Sheriff Cornelius Steketee and
to the business depression.
Cheap. Jacob Slotman, DunningMaybe it’s a stool pigeon.At any Deputy Jack Spangler spent the
Beef Roast [best chunck cuts] ...............
The marriage market fell, with
ville, Michigan, Phone — Hamilton
rate, the carrierpigeon which <vas
a particularly heavy thud, inasgreater part of Friday followingup
ltp30
Boiling Beef [young and tender] ................
much as marriages increased 4.2 captured near the Muskegon city a drowningin Tallmadge township
hall earlier this week apparently is
Smoked
Hams, regular, half or whole ............. joe
FOR SALE— Twin stroller,good
per cent from 1928 to 1929.
that turned out to be no drownng at
sufferingfrom chronic alcoholism.
condition. Reasonable.40 East
Picnic Hams Sugar Cured ......................
So says a bird enthusiast who vis27th
3tp32
SUDAN GRASS AS SUMMER
Residents near the old George
ited
the
home
of
Sergt.
Edgar
Bacon
Squares[sugar cured] ....................
FEED FOR CATTLE
Root grist mill on Sand Creek in
Johnson last night. This ornithol- the southern part of the township
FOR RENT— Upstairs apartment.,
Buehler’s Best Bacon in Chunck ................ JJJc
Sudan Grass makes an excellent ogist says the pigeon, which still reported yesterday morning to the BOOK BINDING and repairing. five rooms and bath. Garage. 10 E.
Rolled Roast [no bones, no waste] ..............
3tp31
and safe green summer and fall refusesto fly, must have previously sheriff that they had found a boy’s Herman Zwiers, 131 West 2Dth St, 15th
7
pasture according to Agricultural subsisted on a diet of mash. He clothing on the bank. The sheriff Holland,
Fancy Round or Sirloin Steak • • • ..............
Agent Milham . Because Sudan tossed the bird into the air sev- and Spanglerwent to the scene,
WOOD FOR SALE— $1.75 a cord.
Cheese, Cream, Longhorn or Brick ............ l»c
WANTED—
All
Electric
Radio
at
Grass is new to many farmers and eral times. Its wings remained fixed found that none of the youths of
good price. Give price, tubes and J. Vander Zande, Hamilton. Mich.
Sliced Boiled Shoulder ....................
30c
It i« best to secure the prompt because some misinformation has as it slid back to earth, positive the neighborhoodwere reported
make by answeringletter to Ra FOR SALE— Jersey cow, sow and
proof of its intemperance, he said.
rebel through the efforts of a been given relative to the poisonmissing hut to be on the safe side, dio, Holland City News.
Fresh
Dressed
Chicken
....................
Mc—
z&c
Mr. Johnson took the bird home
ing of cattle from Sudan Grass, the
stock hog. Phone 246-M. Mrs.
Chiropractorwho has the skill, following information has been ob- when the owner failed to claim it drained the mill pond. They found
Bond, Williams Bridge, Allegan,
nothing.
Spring Lamb, Home Dressed Veal
We print wedding annonuceradits
the experience in making the tained to clear up the situation.
36p31
after the number of the leg band
----- oat
the
Holland
City
Cit
News.
Calf us
The Guernsey herd at the Kel- had been published. Now it is
proper adjustment oi the spine.
Government Inspected Meats.
Groceries of
Mrs. Dick Schaftenar submitted for samples and prices. Phone
RENT— Nicely furnished
Make certain oi relief by an ap- logg experimental farm near Battle planned to turn the bird over to to an operation at the Holland hos- 2020.
National
Repute.
light housekeeping rooms. All
Creek were pastured on Sudan
Dan Colburn and Peter pital Monday.
pointmentnow. Phone 2479. Grass throughout the dry season of Detectives
conveniences. 152 East 16th St.
Rechlieczwho hope to follow it on
o
27tfc
We deliver anywhere in the City for 5 cents.
20 Tears' experience*
FOR SALE — Fine building
1930 without the slightest trouble. its homeward flight
Mrs. Andrew Klomparens under- cheap. Inquire News Office.
The State College sheep flock has
Phone 3551
- o -----went an operation at the Holland
SPRING
CLEANING.
been pastured for two weeks on
The Pere \Marquette railroad hospitalWednesday morning.
WANTED - BROILERS AND Curtains, Rugs, Pillows, Quilts,
Sudan Grass with no trouble to bridge at the sink hole at Vrieso
HENS. Peter Nienhuis, Phone Blankets — anything that needs
date. According to experiences in land, which was under construction
BORCULO
4166-2.
cleaning. Call Model Laundry,
the southwest, trouble may be ex- for several months has been comPhone 3625.
l^fc.
LICENSED CHIROPRACTOR perienced during a period of pro- nleted. The constructioncompany
Inc.,
8t.
Master Gerald Elenhaas of Bor- FOR SALE — Easy Bleach Celery
longed drouth or after frost. Frost has moved their equipment to
culo has returned to his home aft- plants. John Van Andel, R. 10. Hol- WANTED— All kinds of painting
produces a chemical change in the Wayne, Michigan where- they are
Holland's Pioneer Chiropractor
er spending several weeks at the land.
jobf. 514 Central.
3tc32
Hours: 10 to 12 and 1 to 6 daily. plant which is poisonous to cattle so again at work.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Huiz3651
farmers should not pasture the
en"n at Zeeland.
Flour can be cheapened in millWill give you paper scraps in ex7-to-0 Turn., Thurs., Sat. Evenings grass after frost. There are probMr. and Mrs. Henry Helmink of
Miss Carrie Schout spent Mon- ing without disclosingto your eye change for all old clean wiping
ably 200 acres of this crop in the Montello Park have moved to a resday at the home of Mr .and Mrs. Ha inferior quality.But the millera rags Call at the Holland City
"T* fSL YOUNG mc DE JONGE' county this year.
idence on East street, Central Park. Harry Koop at Holland.
of I-H flour still keep faith with News, 32 West Eighth Street.

Utemy

merely means the abiUty to Raalte period in thi9 co,ony An.

Jars

Mason

J

65c ^

^

ICerto
Pineapple

75c

25c

Cake
Cakes

-

*9e

2

29c

Cocoanut

25c

6omn 16c

Salmon
--

Bread

loaf

Dutch Tea Rusk

Dressing

t

—

—

—

>*»

—

29c

Pickles

Dundee

Gloves
Flakes
Soap 4

Canvas

All

3 - 35c
22c

17c

Now

Ready For Big

Tar

Allegan Fair

Soap

2

KROGER FINE COFFEES

-

Grace

Jewel

19c

Her

French

29c

Country

-

Club

Three Times as

5

*

Peaches

Fancy

39c

VEGETABLES

FRESH FRUITS

Many Peaches
as Last Year

25c

33c

kiat

-

-

-

-

£g*y

IOC

tender

Watermelons

39c

b

—CHOICE QUALITY MEATS—

FRIDAY

Beef

V'

SATURDAY SPECIALS

MVzc

Roast

Bacon

19c

Smoked

ISC

Picnice

19c

Rolled Rib Roast

Boiling Beef

"
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Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market

$10.

The Food Emporium

igan.
9F21.

_

Holland

Only

.

Street.

Michigan.

-

JOHN DeJONGE

-

-

.

St.

.

Michiran.

—

FOR

HOUSE

_
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__

Buehler Bros.,

HOLLAND, MICH.

PHONE

34 W.
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Hen- will also speak at 3 p. m. and at ren of Holland visited their parents,
Eaat 7:30 p. m. He U a Hebrew Chris- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klein during
Central avenue.
LAS,
tian who illuminateahis exposition
Mise Anna Elenbaas of Winne- by sharing with his audiences his the past week.
VICINITY
Julia Slotman of Detroitis home
bago, N«br., Mission School is here Intimate knowledgeof Jewish cusvisiting with her father,Mr. Peter toms and Hebrew expressions,tast for an extended visit.
The Chalet Studio will be open Elenbaas,at his home on East Main Sunday evening the audience was
Prof. Arthur Koechele and famhappily surprisedby Mr. Van ily of Allegan; Mrs. B. Voorhorst
Sunday, August 2nd, from 2 to 5 P. street, and with other relatives
this
vicinity
and
Western
MichiGoethem’sglowing account of the and family spent last week at the
M., with an exhibitionof paintings
work in the Belgian Gospel Mission. John Brink cottage at Eureka
and etchings, to which the public is gan.
Mr. Art Kraai, n former resident "SpiritualIsrael"is the topie to Park.
cordially invited. Lecture and
demonstration on etching at 5 P. of this community, died at his home be discussed by Rev. John Van
The Sunday schools of the local
M. at the open door fireplace. Carl in Harvey, Illinois pfter an ill- Peursem at the morning servicein
churches
motored to Baseline for
ness
of
one
week
with
apoplexy.
He
th 1st Reformed Church, Sunday.
Hoerman.
their annual union picnic. The
Miss Grace L. Taylor, aged 66, was seised with a stroke one week The evening sermon topic will be
weather was favorable and a largi
died Tuesday afternoon at her home ago last Sunday and passed away "What the LAW could Not Do."
number of folks joined in the fest.
on the lake shore road at Douglas. just one week later. His funeral The Indies Trio of the church will
A program of sports was staged in
service*
were
held
at
his
home
ring.
She was the daughter of the late
Revs. R. J. V andon Berg and J. the afternoon and a large number of
Rev. and Mrs. James F. Taylor. town on last Wednesday. The Zeeprized were awarded the winners.
Rev. Taylor was pastor of the Con- land residentswho drove there to Van Peursem are attending the
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Derkse of Hoi
gregational Church in Saugatuck. attend the funeral were Peter Ver School of Theology which opened at
Miss Taylor is survived by one Hage, Harry Ver Hage, Mary and Pine I^odge this week. Many minis- land were guests of Mr, and Mrs.
Jack Nieboer Sunday.
brotlher, three nephews and one Lena Ver Hage, Mr. and Mrs. John ters from near and far are in atHelena, Richard and Gordon Rice
adopted sister. Funeral services Ver Hage and son. Gerald, and Mr. tendance.
of Kalamazoo are visitingtheir
Leonard
Ver
Hage.
o
were held Thursday afternoon at
grandmother,Mrs. G. H. Slotman
Mrs. N. VanHaitsma,assisted by
2:30 o'clock from the home. Dr. E.
HAMILTON
for several days.
E. Winter, pastor of the Congrega- Mrs. A. Post, gave her SundayAndrew Loliman was in Grand
tional church in Douglas, officiated. school class of young girls a basMrs. Henry Srhutmaat who has
Rapids last Friday on business.
Interment took place in Riverside ket picnic at Idyl wood Beach, last hern seriouslyill for severalweeks
Dr. William Huyser of KalamaTuesday afternoon and evening.All is convalescing.
cemetery at Saugatuck.
zoo visited at the home of Dr. and
enjoyed a happy time.
o
The Zeeland Garden Club will Celery planting is just about fin- Mrs. G. H. Rigterink Sunday.
OVBRISEL
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Will t’nllohold its next meeting at the home ished in this neighborhod.The work
of Mrs. Jack Boonstra, at 28 East is much easier and is also done wav Thursday— a son
Mrs. J. Fisher of South Bend,
The Hamilton folks are not the Central Avenue on Friday, July 31, more quickly than in former years
only ones that are objectingto the at 3 o'clock . Anyone who is active- as a result of the planters. The sea- Indiana called on Mrs. Lee Slotman
son was f-xceptionallv dry. Howev- Monday.
telephone situation, We in Over- ly interested in gardeningis inisel also do. If the changes take vited to attend this meeting and er most of the local growers have
Ben Eding was .*t with u load
irrigatedand Ed Miacotten,one of of pickles for the season Monday.
place, this whole vicinity will feel to join the club.
the effects of it. And if the rates
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Mulder Hamilton's leading growers reports He was followed by a close second
are raised .many patrons will have and children and lister Mulder that the crop is getting a fine start. and third when G. J. Klein and Jan
their phones removed. They say spent Wednesday on a trip to Wau- Other crops are not as fortunate Smit breezed up to the station neck
and the intense heat and drought is and neck.
the service rendered is not worth jemega and Lansing.
doing considerabledamage.
^ The C. E. society of the First
the extra raise.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelia Postma
Rev. Bernie Mulder of Pella, la., Church enjoyed a social at Tunnel
Rev. Wm. Pyle of Overiael is and Nelson Mulder spent Sunday
taking the rest of his vacation at at the home of their parents, Mr. had charge of the servicesat the Park last week Tuesday evening.
this time. He took two weeks vaca- and lire. Lawrence Mulder in First Reformed church Sunday.
About 60 young folks were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mason visited
Jerry Hagclskamp and Jonn Tantion last month and intends to be North Blendon.
at the Bert Scott home at Dunning- is figured in one of the most surat Pine Lodge for a week or more
Mrs. John Dendricks, nurse at ville Sunday.
prising head-on collisions Monday
and then go on to spend the rest of the Zeeland hospital, is enjoying a
their parents,Mr. and Mrs. P.
ry De Pree, at their home on

FENNVILLE

AND

What An Account
Here Means
Very

account
here means that you have
all

briefly air

the rights

to

your

money

any time, while we assume all the risks of safe-,

at

guarding

A

it for

you.

GOOD BANK

is

the

place in which to
up money that has yet

safest
store

been devised by man.

Peoples State Bank
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

MODERNIQUE

SPECIAL
WHILE OUR STOCK LASTS
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-

-

Florence Lugten is spending sev- in the lane leading to the celery
the time at the Bible conference at two-weeks’ vacation.
eral days with friends fit Ganges.
Winona Lake. During the absence
field of Henry Drenten The road
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Baar,
of the pastor the following min- at the Zeeland hospital. Friday, Born to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kem- is a winding affair lined With dense
pher. Sunday— a* son, Dale Vernon. grubs. At one of the sharp turns
isters will have charge of the ser- July 24, a daughter.
Rev. John Brink and family were the two Fords met before either of
vices at the local Reformed church:
Mrs. Vander Hock of Holland
next Sunday, August 2, Rev. Hek- and Mrs. Martin Berkompas of entertained at the First Reformed the driversknew what had happened. Fortunately the cars were going
huis of Grandville;August 9, Rev. West Olive spent Wednesday here parsonnee last week Friday.
The Harry Hulsmnn family of slow and little damage was done
Justin Hoffman of Morrison, 111.; at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Holland are occupying the home of
Rev. Edard Tunis and family of
and on August 16. the Rev. A. Gebben on East Main street.
(Mrs. Sena Maatman while the lat- Grand Rapids visited at the homes
Maatman of Grand Rapids.
The Ladies’ Mission Circle of the
ter
is camping at Ottawa Brach.
of Mrs. H. Tanis and John Peters
The oil station recently opened on First Reformed Church enjoyed its
Last Friday seems to have been Tuesday.
the Bee-linerood just north of the annual social gathering .meeting on
The Farm Bureau is planning to
village limits, was entered by the parsonage lawn. Rev; and Mrs. an unlucky day for the Hamilton
thieves last week and robbed of Henry Beltman of Grand Haven, teams, both losing a game by the build an addition to the oil sheds
close
margin
of
a
single
run
and
by
within the near future.
nearly $15 worth of confectionery who are about to leave for Los AnMrs. Hendrika Jansen has been
and several bottles of oil. The guil- geles, Calif., were the guests of the same score of 5 to 4. The Merty party has not been apprehended. honor. A short .informalprogram chants taking the count at the on the sick list, hut the aged lady
was carried out. Speeches were hands of the East Ends from Hol- has recovered sufficiently to bo up
land. while the Independents bowed And around again.
ZEELAND
made by Mrs. J. Van Peursem, to
the Martin Independents for the
Victor Maxam returned home
Rev. Beltman and Mrs. J. Trompen
second time. Monday evening the from San Francisco. Calif., where
of
Grand
Rapids.
After
the
proBernie Hirdeb of Grand Haven
Merchants obtained revenge at the he attended the Internationalconand James Hirdes of Californiavis- gram games were enjoyed.
expense of the Vriesland All Stars.
The Meengs family will hold At the start it anpeared as if both vention of ChristianEndeavorer soited at the home of their parents.
cieties. He reports that splendid
their
fifth
annual
reunion
on
WedMr. and Mrs. M. Hirdes of South
teams were planning a clouting meetings were held. On the return
nesday,
August
12,
1931,
at
the
State street road, Zeeland.
fest. The visitors startedthe game trip Mr. Maxam visited several of
Mrs. W. Ossewaarde, Miss Rach- Zeeland City play grounds, located with hits of all kinds to obtain a 5
the historic and scenic places of the
ael Boer and Miss Betty Wyngar- at the end of Pine street.The pro- run had. but Lugten settled down West.
den of Zeeland were recent guests gram will start promptlyat 2:00 and held them scoreless for the rest
Mrs. Sena Maatman and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Haan at their p. m. fast time.
of the game. The visitors’ threat Adelaide returned Homo after
cottage at Cardeau beach.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Beltman of had just the right kind of effect spending two weeks camping at OtThe flowing are camping at Grand Haven and Rev. and Mrs. on the youngsters. Through the tawa Beach.
the Ottawa Beach Oval for this Henry De Pree of China were the game the Vrieslanders were kept
The sports committee has started
week: Mr .and Mrs. J. C. Bouwens, guests at the Mission Circle which busy vainly chasing the ball and greasing a pig for the Lobor day
and family; Mr. and Mrs. Milan met at the parsonage of the First "'hen 8 innings had been played celebration. The chairman of the
Huyser and Marie Bouwens, all of Reformed Church last Tuesday ev- they found a Ift-run count against committeesays that they intend to
this city, and Mrs. Maynard and ening
them.
apply several coats in the most
children of Detroit.
A large gatheringof relatives Mrs. Walter Monroe Jr. and child- scientificmanner.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Hoven were entertained at her home in
and family of Zeeland spent last Bentheim by Mrs. Henry Boersen
week at Ottawa Beach. Mr. and last week when they gathered there
Mrs. lister De Pree of Zeeland for a family reunion. Among those
were their week-endguests. Mrs. were her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Minnie G. Coburn of Grand Rapids Mans Boerman ,and all her brothspent the week-end at Ottawa ers and sisters with their respective
Beach.
families;Mr. and Mrs. John MeyMr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ho- aard of Bentheim, Mr. Henry Boerven of Zeeland have returned tv man of Diamond Springs, Mrs.
their cottage at Ottawa Beach.
Lambert Gates and Nick Boerman
Irwin Vander Heide has returned of Monterey, Mrs. Henry Vollink of
to Long Beach, Calif., after spend- Hopkins, George Boerman of Hil
ing a few weeks here visiting with liards, Richard Boerman, Zeeland.
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Mrs. John Kok of Holland and John
Vander Heide, at their home on Boerman of Otsego. The day was
Lincoln street.
happily spent in a sociable way and
The Colonial Mission Fest of the a bounteous supper was served the
Reformed Church will be held at assembled guests.
Pine Lodge today, Thursday, both
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Staal and
afternoon and evening. The after- daughter, Katie, leave here todav
noon service begins at 2 and the on an automobile trip to Vogel Ceri
evening sendee at 7:30 o’clock.
ter and Ellsworth,Mich., where
James Hirdes of Hollywood, Cal., they will visit with relatives. H.
!fi
is here spending a few days visit- Timmer, a former Zeeland man, is
ing with his parents,Mr. and Mrs. a brother of Mrs. Staal and resides
Mike Hirdes at their home on the at Ellsworth.
South State Street road. Bernie
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. MacDermand
Hirdes of Grand Haven also visited attended the funeral of their uncle,,
his parents here this week.
James Chrysler, at Reed City, on
Mr. and Mrs.
Ed DePree
-------- ---- of St. Monday. mi
Mr.. vjiiijmi-i
Chrysler iuuum-u
attainedthe
Louis, Mo., are visitinghere with advanced age of ninety years.
Miss Gertrude Bosch, employed
at Wellings Restaurant, is enjoying a week’s vacation.
Expires Oct. 24

:i-Piece

Fibre Suite [similar to cut]

Graceful Design-Spring Cushions
Cretonne Covered

$21.95
Porch Rockers
(Similar to Cut)

Very
able.

Comfort-

Strongly

Built. Sold regularly at $8.50.

While our stocklr
lasts

$4.95

1

'

The Electric Range
THAT IS
EFFICIENT

CONVENIENT
PRACTICAL

COMPACT
ADEQUATE
DEPENDABLE

CITY

of Public

Works

HOLLAND, MICH.

The [Conservative'1!
Policies
characteristicof the Holland City
State Bank ever since

£
S

....

New Monarch At The

HALL

1871 have

through the years been the foundation of this institutions success.

customers’ transactions to-

day in this institution— Oldest
Bank in Holland and in Ottawa
County— which is as progressive as
it is

212-216 River

Ace.

v**

^

Mr. and Mrs. Martin WanderSheboygan, Wis., were
Whereas default has been made Thursday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Ary DeGeus and daughter, Arlene
in the conditions of a mortgage

MORTGAGE SALE

eem of

Dolores of Zeeland.
dated October 16th, 1930, executed
Mrs. H. Liefbroer and children
by Glenn R. Munshaw and Ethelyn
of Grand Rapids were Thursday
L. Munshaw, husband and wife, of
visitors of Mrs. Herman KrommenMarne, Michigan, Mortgagors, unto
dyke, and Mrs. Ary DeGeus and
Alice Schall.(formerly Alice Dandaughter, Arlene Dolores.
»forth) of the same place, MortMiss Zelma Hendricks was most
gagee, which said mortgage was
pleasantly surprised at her home
recorded in the officeof the Register of Deeds of Ottawa county, on North Centennial street, last
Saturday evening, when a group of
Michigan, on the 7th day of March
A. D. 1931, in Liber 122 of Mort- her young friends took possession
gages nS page 458; and whereas of her home to help celebrateher
by reason of such default,there is birthday anniversary. The evening
was cnjoyably spent in playing
claimed to be due by the debt segames and a sociable time was hud
cured by said mortgage, as princiwhich included delicious refresh
pal and interest paid by said Mortgagee, and an attorney fee of ments. Among those present wen
the Misses Josephine De Vries.
$36.00, as provided by law, tl\e toShirley DePree, Alta and Albertha
tal sum of Seven Thousand Two
Vander Kooi, Janet Vanden Bosch,
Hundred Eight Dollars and Seven
Gladys Moerdyk, Sena Ver Hage,
Cents ($7,208.07), and no suit nor
I*iura Mae Van Kiev, Laura Berg
proceeding in law, or in chancery
having been institutedto recover horst, Evelyn Ratennk, Evelyn De
Haan. Evelyn DeBruyn. Vesta
said moneys secured by said MortSlabbekorn, Josephine Bouwengage or any part thereof.
and Caroline Hendricks.
Now. therefore,notice is hereby
Holy Communion will be observgiven that by virtue of the power of
ed at the Bible Witness Hall next
sale contained in said mortgage,
Sunday morning. Rev. J. Flacks
and in pursuance of the Statute in
such case made and provided,said
Mortgage will be foreclosedby a
12714-Exp. Aug. 15
sale of the mortgaged premises on
STATE OF MICHIGAN- The Probate
the front steps of the Court House
Court for the County of Ottawa
in the city of Grand Haven, Ottawa
At • session of said Court, held at
County. Michigan where the Circuit
Court for the County of Ottawa is the Probate Office in the City ofGrand
held, on Thursday, the 29th day of Haven in said County, on the 28th day
October A. D. 1931, at 10:00 A. M. of July A. D. 1931.
P relent: Hon. James J. Denhof,
Said mortgaged premisesare deJudfce of Probate.
scribed as follows:
In the matter of the Estate of
All that part of the Northwest
One-Quarter(NW*4) of SecKERST WEENER, Deceased
tion Thirty-four (34), Town
Cenie Weener having filed
Eight (8) North. Range Thirin said court her final administeen (13) West, lying south of
tration account,and her petition
the Detroit and Milwaukee
praying for the allowance thereof
Railroad,except that pie^e of
and for the assignmentand distriland conveyed to Ottawa Counbution of the residue of said estate.
ty Road Commissiondescribed
in warranty deed recorded in
It is Ordered, that the
Liber 195 of Deeds on page 20.
2nd Day of September, A. D. 1931
also except that strip of land
conveyed to William Wilds by
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said
quit-claimdeed recorded in Liprobate office, be and is hereby apber 232 of Deeds on page 356.
pointed for examining and allowing
All in Wright Township, Otaid account and hearing said petitawa County, Michigan.
tion;
Dated this 29th day of July, A. D.
It Ii Further Ordered,That public

experienced and sound.

HOLLAND CITY
STATE

BANK

1931.

ALICE

.

notice thereofbe given by publication
SCHALL. | Of
copy of toil order, for three
Mortgagee.iacceMiVe weeki prerioui to said dav

„

M. Den Herder,
Attorney for Mortgagee,
417-18 Ashton Building,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

a

of hearing,in the Holland City News
a newspaper printed and circulated Id
said county.

JAMES

J.

DANHOF,

Judge of Probate.

FOR SALE— Good
on Van Raalte at 22n
— Newa office.

Building Lot A true copy—
Cora Vandewater
’ SL Inquire
Ragiiter of Probffe

Holland. Mich.

F

BIGGEST IN HISTORY

£
S

.

These policies govern the handling of

OLD RELIABLE FURNITURE STORE

5 August 4-8

AUTOMATIC

Board

A. Brouwer Co.

Allegan County Day & Night

MODERN

See This

Jas.

-ATRiverside

Park

ALLEGAN

Hi
Hi
Hi 2°0 Horses have been entered in the Speed Card.
Hi
This is the largest number in the History
Hi
of the Allegan County Fair
Hi
WEDNESDAY
Hi
FRIDAY
2:25 Trot EVERY RACE
Hi 2:18
A
2:18 Pace
Hi 2:18 Trot REAL RACE
Free-For-All Trot or Pace
Hi Six Special Feature Acts, Change
of Program in Evening. A Real
Six Special Free Acts, Change
Hi Legal Wedding Wednesday
of Program in Evening. Tudor
Hi evening
I’ord given away in the evening.
Hi
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
Hi
Hi 2:27 Pace
Fast Pacing
2:20 Trot
Six Automobile Races
Hi
Three- Year-Old Trot
A real Thrill with every race. The daredevils of
Hi
the Speedways will give you a thrill that was
Hi 6 Special Free Acts, change of Program in Evening
never seen at a County Fair.
Hi
See the Latest Achievement in Aviation the epochal
Hi
Hi
IT
I
Hi
See the Detroit News Windmill Plane perform - Seeing is hardly Believing.
Hi
Hi See the Great Exhibits of Allegan County’s Finest Cattle
Horses, Swine, Chickens, Horticultural Display

Pace

Automobile Day

A

T O G

K

O

The Prize Winners of Allegan County will be there to defend their laurels
Wei nesday is Special School Work Exhibits. All Children admitted Free
on Wednesday.

A Large Program

of Special Attractions

Including the SPEED SHOW, a national sensation.
The Eleven Comets, Daredevil Auto Racers,
LaTempIe Magicians and a score of others

Pigc Four

THE HOLLAND CITY

Arthur H. Boske of Lansing, who Chester La Huis of Zeeland and
Arle Vos, 34, was bound over to
recently has been operating a gas Miami, Florida, has been a guest circuit court by Justice Cornelius
stationat Bronson, was brought to of Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Coith at DeKeyzer Saturday afternoon,
Allegan by Sheriff Guy Teed char Tennessee Beach.
charged with violation of the liquor
Funeral services were held here law. Vos' home at 287 Columbia
Thursday fdr John Buchanan,82, ave.. waa raided by police, and beer,
EfC*
17@20c
Butter Fut
..........
24Vkc
Civil war veteran, and former Hol- niash, alcohol, wine and equipment
(Steer* and Heifer*) ll§12c mother at Hopkins.Boske was ar- land confectioner,who died in In- for manufactureof beer were reraigned before Judge Fred T. Miles diana. While residing here many porte
tried confiscated. Ball was set at
Pork, heavy ---------------- -------------8(5 9c in circuit court Tuesday and sent- years ago Buchanan invented and $600,
I, unfurnished.
enced to serve one year at Jack- constructedan airplane with a canThe
first annual Padding reunion
Veal, No. 2 ................................
9$ 10c son prison.
vas spread 50x30 feet, equipped was held at Green lake with 34
flprinr Ureb ------- ------16c • Otis Barlow of Allegan also was with a 34 horsepower motor weighMutton .................. ....... 8® 10c before Judge Fred T. Miles In cir- ing 97 V4 pounds. The entire ship families represented.The next
meeting will be held the third SatChicken**, hv. 5 lb*, and over ...... 18c cuit court Tuesday to face a charge
weighed 400 pounds. The wings of
Chicken*, Leghorns ..............
14®15c of nonsupport of his two children. the craft served as a parachute. urday in July at Tunnel park, Holland. The following officers were
Broilers. 2 lbs. average ........ 18@22c Judge Miles ordered Barlow to pay
Buchanan also made some of the elected: President,Mrs. Frank
Strawberries, crate ....... $1.7f*@2.00$50 by Saturday of this week and
finest violins in his earlier years. Woodard; treasurer, Harry HunPeas, per pound ------- ----------- 5c $50 a week later and after that
He was bom in Pennsylvania and derman; secretary, A. Arendsen.
Raspberries,Red, case $2.75®I8.00 $5.00 per week or suffer the alterlocated here in 1890.
Raspberries,Black, case .......12.50 native of being sentenced.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van Putten
Miss Rose Vandersluis,of Maca- commemoratedquietly the fiftyBlackberries, crate ..................$1.50
The fourteen-year-old
son of Mr.
Currant*,case ...............
$100 and Mrs. Albert Kapenga of North tawa, was taken to the Holland first anniversary of their marriage
hospital Monday morning, where Tuesday at their home on River
Grain Markets
Holland, who recently fractured a
she undement an immediate opera- Ave. and 14th street, where they
Wheat, old .
.............................
50c
leg, is receiving treatment at the
tion for appendicitis.Miss Vander- have lived more than half a cenWheat,
50c
Zeeland hospital.
Oat* ......
32c
sluis is the daughter of the late
Miss Ann Johnston of Seattle James Vandersluis,one of the first tury. The anniversary of the marRye ...... —a. .............
35c
riage of their youngestdaughter,
Wash., recent delegateto the Zonta
Corn, birihel -----------------------65c
pioneers at the park. The family Mrs. Franklin C. Cappon, occurs
club
convention
at
Cleveland,
Ohio,
Hide Markets
have lived at Macatawa during the the same day. Mr. and Mrp. Van
Hone Hides
................
$1.50 is a guest for a month of Mr. and summer season for nearly fifty Putten were bom in Holland and
Beef Hides . ............- ......... - ....... .2c Mrs. Frank Piefer at Jenison Park. years.
were married in Grand Rapids by
Sheep Pelts .......................
10 to 25c Mrs. F. Piefer entertained60 memGeorge Sparks, 60 years old, liv- the latter’s father, Rev. C. Vorst, a
bers
of
the
Holland
Eastern
Star,
Calf Skin*. (Country) ......... 5c
No. 429, at bridge last Thursday ing at Grand Haven, was arrested pioneer clergyman, who died in
Undersheriff Marvin Den 1898. Mr. Van Putten is the oldest
afternoon at their summer home.
Herder and Deputy Spangler, son of Jacob van Putten, pioneer
Heinie
Van
Klink
successfully
LOCALS
business man and banker. The Holaverted a collision with John Kon- charged with taking indecent libland City State bank is the outing1* truck Monday. The truck, erties with three female childrenin
growth of the private bank conhowever, struck his arm breaking Crockery township.This is n cirMr*. Egbert Gold of Marigold
cuit court offense and his guilt or ducted by the father. Mr. and Mrs.
it
near
the
wrist
and
just
below
Lodge is the owner of a new 25innocence will be determined there. Van Putten are the parents of nine
the shoulder.
foot, 32 mile per hour Dodge speedThe sand sucker, General Meade, children,eight living. They are:
Mr. and Mrs. Sears McLean of
boat The craft is at Waukazoo.
arrived at Grand Haven Harbor to Jacob Van Putten, Jr, Mrs. John
Castle
Park
enterained
for
Dr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Declan Whelan and
start work at deepening the chan- J. Riemersma, Mrs.' Martin Kerkfamily of Eau Claire, Wis., are aad Mrs. J. A. Scott of Evanston
nel near the carferry slip. The hoff, Cornelius Van Putten, Adrian
visiting relatives in Holland. Mr. Sunday evening after the vespers
General Meade will probably finish L. Van Putten, Mrs. Bernard D.
Whelan ia editor of one of the news- program at which Dr. Scott was
about Wednesday of next week en- Hakken of Arabia, Marinus W. Van
the
speaker.
Forty
guests
were
papers there.
Putten and Mrs. F. C. Cappon. A
present. Dr. Scott holds the John gineering department officials
Charles Van Domelen of Central
daughter, Mary, died last year in
stated.
She
is
in
command
of
Capt.
C. Schaffer chair of Greek at Northpark and Edgar Landwehr and western University.
William Rosie and has many Hol- Grand Rapids, where she held a
position as nurse.
John Llovd Kollen of Holland spent
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hellenthal land and Grand Haven seamen in
several days in Auburn, Indiana,
B. Frank Harbeck of Grand Haand daughter, were guests of Mrs. her crew.
last week.
A. Hellenthal Sunday in Holland. Mrs. Lucius Boltwood entertained ven, who has been on a ten weeks’
Mrs. Egbert Gold and Dick Gold
Rev. Henry Beitman, pastor of with a dinner Saturday evening in trip to Alaska and western points
entertained a number of Wauka- the Second Reformed church of her summer cottage at Ottawa has returned to his home.
soo friends at dinner recently at Grand Haven for the past three Beach. Her guests included Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Ten Have of
Marisold lodge after which Mr. years, delivered his farewell sermon and Mrs. Charles E. McBride of Grand Haven and childrenhave reGold left on a trip to Europe.
to the local congregation Sunday Holland and daughter, Virginia; turned from a motor trip to NiagMr. and Mrs. Cornelius Steketee evening. Rev. Beitman and his Mr. and Mrs. Donald Doughertyof ara Falls. Dr. Ten Have spent the
left Monday for Cadillac, where family left Monday for the new Holland, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hop- week end at Ann Arbor attending
they are attendingthe sheriff’s charge, Hope Reformed church, at son and son, Earl; Miss Letta Hy- the public health institutewhich
convention there this week.
Los Angeles, Cal. It is with much dom, Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Rus- meets each week for a six weeks
Louis Laman, of Muskegon, regret that the people of the Grand sell and daughter, Janet; Mr. and period during the summer.
Henry Siersma of Holland townvisited his brother-in-lawand sis- Haven church bid their pastor good- Mrs. Chester Boltwood and chilter, Mr. and Mrs. Marinus C. Van bye. During his pastorate of three dren, Barbara and Chester; Charles ship, former county drain commisDoom, Grand Haven, over the years, the church has made splen- Boltwood, Charles Armstrong and sioner, is in Grand Haven on busi-

M

to™
...

NEWS
$1.50

$1.50

Alarm Clocks

Chamois Skios

98c

0^

.......

4'

new
.......

.....

All 10c
All 5c

cS±j)L

Cigars

....

by

Cigars

25c

3 tor

6 for 25c

HOLLAND
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COUPON
—and—

THIS

f

THIS COU.PON

^-"V

and 8th Formerly Haan Bros.

Cor. River

—

and—

12C
Good

for one regular

25c Bathing Cap

Thursday, Friday, Saturday Specials

Good

for one regular

Box

20c

'

of 5

Grain

Aspirin Tablets

Home Made
RICH,

Ice

Cream

CREAMY, VELVETY

BEYOND COMPARE!
Take

a Container

Home

to

The Family Today

has did strides, increasingthe member- Miss Elvira Boltwood of Goshen, ness.
There are many activities at the
been criticallyill for some time and ship to 365 by 140 new member- Mass.— Grand Rapids Herald.
continues unimproved. Both are ships through confessionand 30 by
Millionsworking to enrich a few Spring Lake Country Club. A group
former residentsof Holland.
transfer. The benevolentfund was who lose their shirts in Europe’s was also entertainedfrom the RolThe water of Base Line Lake, increased about $1,500 per year casinos. Isn’t civilization wonder- and Country Club of which Mrs.
Ruby Garrod and Miss Martha
Allegan county recently tested at and the centennialdrives for home ful!
Sherwod are members,was another
Lansing, was found to be pure and and foreign missions were successJohn Anderson of Tallmadge group. Mrs. B. P. Sherwood was
not contaminated, as had been re- fully completed. The indebtedness changed his plea about the time
to the MinisterialPension fund has the date of trial was set to carry- entertainedwith them.— Grand Haported.
ven Tribune.
ing the wrong licenseplates which
meeting of the Allegan also been erased.
Attorney Jay Den Herder of HolMrs. Mary Sullivan of Grand he confessed belong to Mary Cross
Chamber of Commerce will be held
land has returned from a business
Thursday evening at Hargie’s Inn, Haven has filed a suit in probate of Tallmadge. He was fined $54, trip to Chicago.
with dinner at 7 o’clock. The work court to break the will of Patrick in default of which he will spend
done during the summer will be J. Terry, for many years a coal 10 days in the Ottawa county jail. Attorney Clarence Lokker made a
checked over and plans for fall dealer in Detroit and a brother of Kenneth Cleveringa of Grand Ha- business trip to Grand Rapids yesthe plantiff.He was buried here ven was arrested for traffic viola- terday.
work outlined.
A group of employees of the following his death a few weeks tions and pleaded guilty. Sentence Miss Marguerite Paulus, student
branch-accounting department at ago. In the will half the estate was was deferred to Wednesday by nurse at Englewoodhospital at Chicago, is spending her vacation with
the Holland Furnace Company, en- left to Mrs. Sullivan and half to Justice C. E. Burr.
joyed an outing Tuesday evening at Mrs. Marie Terry, who with her
The annual reunion of the Van- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter J.
A1 Van Lente’s cottage at Maple husband, James, lived with Terry. Zoeren family was held at Indian Paulus.
beach. Swimming, baseball and Mrs. Terry was named adminis- Creek grove, near Vriesland.About Mrs. Richard Mouw of Lincoln
other beach sports were enjoyed. A trator of the estate. She reported 150 gathered from New York, Chi- Avenue had her tonsils removed
wiener rost was also held. Twenty the estate to be $124. Mrs. Sul- cago, Detroit, Allegan, Saugatuck, last week Thursday.
employees were present.
livan toM the judge that a few Holland,Vriesland, Zeeland and
Rev. Edward Tanis, former pasRev. A. Jabaay of Cincinnati, 0., years ago her brother told her he Grand Rapids. Music for the tor of Bethel Reformed church and
has accepted the call to become had $10,000.
afternoonwas furnishedby the now pastor of the Immanuel Re-

week-end.Mrs. Van

s

\£4’:

Doom

WEEK-END SPECIAL

Honey Moon

A

ICE

CREAM

43C

quart

- “ Pint - Chocolate, Quart “ Pint - Vanilla,

pastor of Third ChristianRe-

The members of Miss Dena Bare- Yntema-VandeBunte male quartet formed church at Grand Rapids,
man’s Sunday School class of Cen- and the Jamestown -Forest Grove will hive charge of the services at
Rev. Bert VanMalsen of Grand tral Avenue Christian Reformed band. Officers for the coming year Bethel church Sunday. Peter MeurRapids and Rev. Harold Hesselink church enjoyed an outing at Tunnel are: President, M. C. Ver Hage; er and George Schieringa will sing
of Oostburg, Wis., recent graduates Park last week Tuesday evening. vice president,J. H. Van Zoeren; a duet at the evening services.
of Western Theological seminary, Games were played and a picnic sup- treasurer,J. J. Van Zoeren.
Miss N. Wiersma is visitingin
have been installedin their first per was served. Those present were
John H. Kenning of Pella, la., re- Detroit.
pastorates. VanMalsen takes the4P°J?thJrVlin Langevede, Alice cent graduate of Western TheologMiss Annetta Brandsma has rechurch at Ontario, N. Y., and Hes-,tuldeTna’A,nna L®*™*"* Pearl v*n ical seminary, was installed pastor turned to her duties in Chicago as
dink the church at Sodus, N. Y.' Kami*". Florence Wassink, Lucille of the Reformed church at West- night nurse at the South Shore hosThe new concrete bridge across Smith. MargaretNienhuis,Emily field, N.D.
pital after spending a 2-weeks’ vaBlack river on US31 will be com- Vander Vlies. Wilma Klinge, WilEverything has been arranged cation at the home of her mother,
helmina
Kars,
Geneva,
Renkema,
pleted early in September. Long
for the public wedding at the Alle- Mrs. J. De Koster.
40-foot approachesto the bridge Mary Amoldink, Esther Bremer,
Miss Louise Peelen of Lakewood
Elizabeth Boer and Johanna Keen. gan county fair Wednesday evewill be constructed.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Heyns and ning, Augr- 5. The young couple ap- farm had a tonsil operation TuesWilliam Wilds, county clerk of
children have been guests of Mr. plied for a license with the county day.
Ottawa county, is in Bay City atRev. and Mrs. Anthony Meehgs
and Mrs. George Tinholt at their clerk Saturday. The bride is from
tending the state convention of
Idlewood cottage. The Tinholts Fennvilleand the groom from of Franklin, Indiana, are visiting
county clerks. He left yesterday
relatives in Holland.
have returned from a trip to Mil- Otsego.
morning making the trip by motorwaukee.
Warren
A.
Spaulding, age 56,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
boat.
Miss Henrietta Battjes of Grand Pere Marquette conductor 30 years Knoll of Central Park on July 27, a
The Saturday night out of door
and well known in Holland, died son; to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kemppreaching servicesconducted each Rapids is a guest of Miss Gladys
Saturday evening in Blodgett hos- kers of the Bee Line Road to Overweek at Getty and Apple streets, Dombos, while Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
pital following an operation. He re- isel, on July 26, a son; to Mr. and
by Rev. C. P. Dame, of Unity Re- Dornbos of Idlewood spend a few
sided at 1924 Martindale Ave., S. Mrs. Bud Fraum, 198 East Eighth
formed church, are to be conducted days at Beulah.
W., Grand Rapids. He had served street, on July 28, a son.
during the Rev. Mr. Dame’s vacaMr. and Mrs. J. Geerlings of
36 years with the railroad, having
Mr. and Mrs. Elbern Parsons are
tion by Rev. Nicholas Gosselinkof Holland were recent guests of Mr.
been on the Grand Rapids-Chicago spending the week-end in KingsEastlawn Reformed church, who and Mrs. T. Kuiper for several
run the past seven years, passing ton, where they are visitingrelawill be in charge Aug. 1, and Aug. days at Idlewood.
through Holland almost daily. He tives.
8. The Rev. Mr. Gosselink will be

Special

lormed church of Zeeland.

Orange

“

Quart

Ice,

“

Quart

Pint

-

THIS COUPON
35c

—and—

20c

25c

45c
25c

Good

5

for

SEWARD

CIGARS. Regular 10c
45c
25c

cigar. 50c. value for
only 25c.

MADE FRESH DAILY
Eighty young people returned to
their respective homes on Saturday last, mentallyand physically
refreshed and filled with new enthusiasm and plans for larger
service in their home church during the coming year. These were
they who had attended the Seventh
Annual Girl’s Conferenceat Pine

G.
204

VAN PUTTEN

RIVER AVE.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Lodge, from July 11 to 18. The
Conferenceis history,but its ex-

JULY 29
AUGUST

periences will live in the hearts of
the girls for a long time, for all
are agreed that it was a truly inspirational meeting.— -The Leader.
John Boeve, rural route No. 7,
Holland, wishes the Holland city
Miss Jennie Prins and Miss Ger- news to publish that he was not
trude Wabeke are on a tour through the John Boeve reported to have
Northern Michigan.
filed papers in bankruptcy.
Born to Professor and Mrs. Erwin Lubbers, of Waukesha, Wis-

to

8

The board of police and fire com- leaves the widow, Nora; two brothpresentat tonight’s service, also, as missioners is receivingthe co-operers, William of Laporte, Ind.; and
Silks, plain
figured, above $1.00
All
a cornet soloist.— Muskegon Chron- ation of all the officers in its effort*
Harry of Sawyer, and a sister, Mrs.
for greater efficiency in the reorDress
Silk
Mr. and Mrs. Alex VanZanten, ganization of the department since Jessie Guiderbeck of Kalamazoo.
Holland National Guards reMr. and Mrs. Claude Van ZanUn, the retirement of Police Chief
Ladies’ Silk Hosiery
Childrens
consin, Friday, July 24, a son, GRAND HAVEN MAYOR
and family,and Mr. and'Mrs. I. S. Frank VanRy, its head for 17 turned from Grayling Saturday
QUITS FISH BUSINESS
with two trophies — the Stewart Arend Donselaar Lubbers. Mrs.
Muslins, Sheeting, Tubing.
Table
Ashley,of Muskegon,are attending years. Acting Chief Henry VanderLubbers is the daughter of Mr. and
the annual reunion of the Van Schel expressed himself more than trophy won by Gerald H. Bonnett
for being rated as the best soldier Mrs. P. Van Donselaarof 47 W.
Mayor
William
Ver
Duin
of
Bridge and
Sets. Linen
Zanten family at Holland Tuesday.
pleased with the progress made. of 5,000 in camp, and the kitchen Nineteenth street. Prof. Lubbers Grand Haven, has announced his
— Muskegon Chronicle.
els
VanderSchel has inaugurated a sysis head of the English departmentretirementfrom the fishing business
The Goodrichsteamer, City of tem of rotating the nine police trophy for the best mess hall and
ler
and says he will devote his time to
kitchen won by Don J. Zwemer, J.
Holland, which has been running
Spreads.
officers at the desk in headquarters. Streur,
CongressmanJohn C. Ketcham of other pursuits. He has been in the
:ur, n.
H. Dekker
uexKer ana
and s.
S. Wierda.
wierda.
between Cleveland and Port StanNo permanent chief will be apHastings,
will
speak
at
the
First
business 40 years. He plans toaell
contest for the kitchen trophy
ley, Ont.. on I^ake Erie for some
pointed until all the steps in the was captured from Company I of Methodist Church Sunday morning out all of his equipment.
time, will make her second trip
reorganizationplans have been per- Grand
Mayor Ver Duin is scheduled to
nd Rapids by a narrow margin. at 10 o’clock on “The Challenge to
into Grand Haven since her return,
America.” He will discussthe per- appear Monday morning to answer
fected. —Grand Rapids Press
—Grand Rapids
Rapids' Press.
this evening— Muskegon ChronA warrant has been issued for Holland and the Black lake re- ils of Communism to our American charges of having 241 pounds of
icle.
undersized whiteflsh in his possesSale Price
the return of Charles E. Mann, who sorts again have become the mecca institutions.
v Special lot of Voiles, Batistes,
Miss Harriet Vander Bos, daugh- sion when he docked here recently.
disappeared 10 days ago from the for ministers and missionaries on
Special lot of Printed Silks,
Hotel William N. Ferry, Grand their vacations and furloughs. ter of Mr. Ben Vander Bos, 35 E.
Lawns and Dimities,
Haven where he was working, with Some ministers and families are Sixteenth street, and Miss Grace E. FORMER HOLLAND MAN
$1.50 and $1.25 quality . .
39c quality
DIES IN GRAND RAPIDS
a “Rent-A-Car,”belonging to the occupying their cottages, many Jonker, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
Special lot ol Printed Silks,
Washington garage. No trace of others annually come to Holland to N. Y. Jonker, 121 East Thirteenth
Mr. Alfred L. Strong, aged 53
Special Lot of Voiles, Bathe man has been gotten by the visit with relatives,while others street, left Holland today, Thurs$1.00 quality
owners of the car which was are attractedhere because of their day enroute to Europe. The two formerly of Holland, died Wednestistes, etc., 29c quality
.
Special lot of Printed Silks,
associations with friends during will visit England, France and day at his home in Grand Rapids
valued about $1000.
their careers in Holland’s educa- The Netherlandsbefore their re- at 933 Kensingon Avenue. He is
85c and 75c quality
.
Best grad^ of Percales
Fire was discoveredin a cottage tional institutions.Many of the turn to this city on September7. survived by his wife and two
at Highland Park on Prospect st. wives of ministers are former Holdaughters,
Miss
Ruth
Strong
and
A car driven by Pierre Lindhout
[printed]
Special lot of Printed Silks,
Grand Haven early this morning land girls and never miss their an- of Grand Rapids and another car Miss Nora Strong at home and two
50c
quality
and the local department answered nual visits to this city. The num- driven by Hessel Bremer of 349 sisters, Mrs. Fred Nivison and Mrs.
Special lot of Beads and
the call. Damages of between $40 ber of visitors will be augmented College avenue collided Wednesday John Waldring of Holland. Funeral
Rayon Flat Crepes, plain,
Necklaces, $1.00, for .
and $60 was done by a blaze which in August, the popular vacation afternoon at about 4 o’clock on the serviceswill be held Saturdayaft$1.00 quality
is believedstarted in a pile of rubcorner of Lincoln Avenue and Six- ernoon at 2 o’clockfrom the home
month for ministers.
bish at the rear of the cottage.The
Special lot of Beads and
Heinie Van Klink, successfullyteenth street.The occupants of the in Grand Rapids. Rev. McConnell,
Rayon Silk Voiles,
five gallon pumper was used and averted a collision with John Ko- automobiles escaped uninjured but pastor of the Smith Memorial ConNecklaces, 50c., for .
the department had no trouble.
gregational Church in Grand Rap79c quality .
.
ning’s truck Monday. The truck, both cars were damaged.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Slenk and Mr. however, struck his arm, breaking
ids, will officiate.Interment will
and Mrs. J. Weening were hosts to it near the wrist and just below
take place in Holland township
• •
a party of friends at their cottage the shoulder.
IMMANUEL
CHURCH—
Services cemetery at 4 o’clock in the afterTHERE'S REASON TO QUES- at Cardean Beach, among them
in the Armory, Comer Central noon.
Allegan County Agricultural
TION
were Mr. annd Mrs. Henry Ven Agent A. D. Morley warns Allegan
avenue and Ninth Street.Rev. ' Friends may view the body at the
S.
H.
• a *
cemetery at 4 o’clock.
Huizen, Mr. and Mrs. G. Slenk and county fanners to be on the lookout
J. Lanting. pastor.
the tigktneaaof the Scotch. An un- Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Oss and
o
for army worms, especiallyin the 10:00 a. m., Morning worship.
dertaker establisheda businessin a families, alKof Holland.
Sermon: “The Trumpet and the OLDER GIRLS CONFERENCE
northern part of the county. He alScotch settlement,and as “teaser”
ENDS PINE LODGE MEET
Broken Pitchers.”
so advises that mites are present
advertised to give the first funeral
been entered in their track and
ZEELAND LEGION BAND
MAN OF RADIO FAME TO SING
on
raspberry canes in great num- 11:15 a. m., Sunday School. Come
fret of charge. Several Scotchmen
The Older Girls' confernce at its speed events and more are exnected
and enjoy the Sunday School
FROGRAM FRIDAY
bers. As soon as the berry crop is
AT ZEELAND
committedsuicide.
hour. A class for everyone. closing session at Pine Lodge elect- offering a full program for all lovNIGHT
harvested the old canes should be
There's no reason to question the
ed the followingofficers:
3:00
p. m., Jail service.
ers
of trained horses.
rejnoved and burned immediately.
Mr. Fred Rabbai, director of the
malHy of our re-roofingmaterial.
President, Nina Bennett, Kala- It is evident from this large string
7:30 p. m., Evening worship. Mr.
At the Second Reformed church
After this is dqne three applicaW# have selected this material with
Lanting will continue in his series mazoo; secretary, Carol Hendrix, that the Holland and Grand Rapids American Legion band, at Zeeland, next Sunday, Mr. Stanley De Pree
tions of sprav should be put on the
has
announced
the
following
probeaaty, character and serviceabilof sermons on the “Signs of the Zeeland; treasurer,Maurine Neis- fairs are not showing this year.
bushes five days apart. The sprav
gram for the free concert to be will render vocal solos at both
ity In mind. Its practical superiorTimes,” using for his subject "Or- sank, Grand Rapids; district viceshould
consist
of
a
1
per
cent
oil
In addition to an interesting played at the Zeeland city park services and the public is urged
ity indicates the economy it reprenaments, Paint, Clothes, but no presidents,Martha DeVries, Grand
oeats. Easy to apply, yet lasting Butter Ball Broilers spray. Care should be exercisednot Covering."Marty are helped by Rapids, Gladys Moerdyke, Zeeland, program of grandstand specialties, tonight, Friday, at eight o’clock. to come and enjoy the singing of
this young coming vocalist, who
to use too much pressure and break these inspiring and instructive mesla dirabiUty.
1. I/ondon HippodromeMarch,
Ruth Rynbrandt, Jamestown, Eliz- everybody will be anxious to see the
30c •ach and up
off the tender shoots, and the sages. Come and listen Sunday ev- abeth Laman, Muskegon, and Nan autogiro,the awkward but wonder- by W. E. Flathers; 2. Prince of has made a hit over the air.
spraying should not be done in the ening.
ful windmill plane that rises and Pilsen, by G. Luders; 3. Jolly StuJager, Chicago.
Drsssed to Order
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg will
middle of the day.lands almost vertically.
Tuesday night 8:00 o’clock, Zeedents, by D. L. Ferazzi; 4. Joy to preach on the thetne “Blessed are
BsHudlsnber&SippljCo.
The Boven family reunion was land ooen air service.
P.
LOOK HERE! TWo"
The agriculturalexhibits prom- the World, sacred overture,by Al. the Righteous” at the mornin
held Thursday afternoon at the
Thursday evening 7:30 prayer,
HCNDRED
HORSES AT
ise exceedingly well this year as Hayes; 5. Skater’s Waltz by E. service,and his talk to the chilPhana 3041
Mstesath aad Cleveland Ave.
Boven homestead In Graafschap. praise and testimony service conTHE ALLEGAN FAIR! farm, orchard and garden offer a Waldtenfel;6. Carmen Selection, dren will be on “Our Boxing
The home is now owned by Miss ducted by the pastor.
Half mile off U,B. 31 on Graafschap
wonderful selection of products due by Bizet; 7. All Hail the Power, Glovq|." In the evening he will
Johanna
and
Mias
Rena
Boven,
Saturday evening open sir serOur neighboringcity, Allegan ......
..... . .... .growing
....... . wea
PheaoMlT
Road
sacred march, by Al. Hayes; 8. have as his theme, “The Search
to the advantageous
vices.
nurses in the Holland hospital.
reports that over 200 horses have ther this section has enjoyed.
Star Spangled Banner.
that Always Finds.”

10?

and
Summer
Goods. Rayon
Underwear.

Socks.
Cloths.

yard.
and Gauze

and
Linen

Tow-

Luncheon

and Towling- Bath Towels. Rayon Bed

The

DISCOUNT

.......

Special Bargains

!

....
.

98c
69c
49c

.....
.

39®
..... 79®
^ . .
49®

-

-

FOR SALE

FRESH EGGS
YEARLING HENS

NIENHUIS

T

BIG LOT OF

WE GIVE

&

REMNANTS

GREEN STAMPS

V

'
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Blame Lazy

Prices

Work!

I,

Adjust and Equalize Four

Grind Valves & Clean Carbon

Wheel Brakes—

Six-cylinder Chevrolet (labor only). This

Adjust brake linkage, equalize and adjust
service and emergency brakes, free up and

operation includes: Remove cylinder head,

remove valves, clean carbon from cylinder
head and pistons,true valve seats, true up
and reface v lives, clean out valve guides,
check ignition, check timing, clean carbure
tor, adjust valves to proper clearance, clean
and adjust plugs,
Ate.

lubricate brake cross shafts, levers, reds, etc.

1928 and 1929 models
$1.50. 1930 and 1931

$1.00

......

models

ttle troubles from lecoming big repair
if your Chevroletis performing at its best

MANY BARGAINS:

A FEW OF THE

Tighten Car and Lubricate—

up

Tighten all chassis bolts, adjust spring
shackles, tighten body bolts, adjust front

Four-Wheel Brakes—

Complete chassis

bolts, tighten fender bolts.

lubrication,front wheels, generator, steering,

1928 and 1929 models (labor only).

motor, distributor,door hinges, door locks

^

tune ^ ^
motor
^4*40

Reline, Adjust and Equalize

wheels, adjust steering rods, tighten motor

Remove

front wheels, clean and smooth brake drums,

and check links. The entire car will be
tightened and the 33 vital
points lubricated at this

remove and replace linings,

POISON BAIT TILL PARASITE INCREASE IN

m

In

As
1930

SUM, COME OR OUT,
fieOMlSED TO

GOODRICH STEAMERS AND

60

BOTH REPORT
BETTER BUSINESS

MICH. TRANSIT

HUME WHEN TH'MAIL
WANE WENT OVER

Muskegon Chronicle :—Boat passenger traffic between Muskegon,
Chicago, Milwaukeeand other Lake
Michigan ports this season will
equal and possibly exceed the 1930

summer business,according

The larvae of some of the blister
beetles feed almost exclusivelyon
the eggs of grasshoppers and as
long as there is a plentiful supply
of these eggs the larvae grow fat
and the beetlesincrease rapidly in
numbers. When they have eaten
so many eggs that the grasshopper
cron is reduced, the larvae starve,
and the beetle population is cut
down to a point where it ceases to
be a check upon the hoppers.
Right now the hoppers have the
upper hand and man must use some
poison bait to kill them or suffer
the damages they will do to hia
crops. This bait ran be prepared
at little cost, especiallyif a large
quantity is mixed for all the farmers of a community,and it effectively stops the grasshoppers.
The bait is no good unless it is
properly mixed with the correct
ingredientsand farmers in the infested areas can be sure that their
bait is prepared correctly if they
will ask the county agricultural
agent to give them the detailed
directions.Both time and money
will be saved if groups of farmers
prepare the amount they require THREATENS TO KILL BROTHER; JAILED IN ALLEGAN
at the same time.

-start now* to benefit by these lower servicecharges. Service work done today

you money now-it will prevent
And now you^ill enjoy summer driving more

1(9/1

to local agents of three lines, two of
whom announcedchanges and addition*in servicetoday.
Beginning today Goodrich Transit company boats will leave Muskegon nightly and will sail directly
to Chicago without stopping at
Grand Haven two nights a week as
on the present schedule.
The 8. 3. Grand Rapids also will
be scheduled to leave Muskegon
Sunday night instead of the 8. S.
Alabama. This change ia being
made because the Grand Rapids is
a larger boat and will be able to
accommodate more week-end passengers destinedfor Chicago.
I-ast Sunday night the Goodrich
passenger list included410 persona.
Similarly large crowds have been
taking the boat to Chicago at the
close of n week end in Western
Michigan. Monday night nine automobiles and about 100 passengers
were aboard.
Under the new schedule announced today hy A. M. Lake, local agent, the Grand Rapids and
Alabama will alternateon the run
with the exception of Saturday,
when the Grand Rapids will make
1 a daylight run stopping at Grand
• Haven.
I J. A. Johnson, formerly of Hol: land, now of Muskegon, agent of

check.

can enjoy.

bills.

Good As

FARMERS WILL HAVE TO USE

The clouds of grasshoppers which
ate up the crops of the ancients
were supposed to be a signal that
the gods were offended, but the
swarms which are working in some
Michigan counties this year are
known to be due to the laziness of
the blister beetleswhich are supposed to keep the grasshoppers in

Never before such sweeping reductions on Chevrolet service charges! Never before such
low prices as those now in force at your Chevroletdealer. A motor tune-up costs only $I.S0
And many other equally essentialservice jobs have been reduced in the same proportion. In
fact, it is now possible to have your car put in first-class condition at a remarkable |ow cost.
This new Chevrolet economy is the direct result of the policy of your Chevrolet dealer of
sharing with his owners every saving made possible by Chevrolei’s modern manufacturingand
service methods/ Tt is jyst another of »he money saving advantages that Chevroletowners

will not only save

This Season

NUMBERS

Come in Today and Save!

in

Boat Business

hopper Plague

Service

Come

Bug

For Bad Grass-

CHEVROLET

on

Number 31

affiHffifflBffiianianMHiniuiiinHH!'

HOW SOME FARMS ARE
the Michigan Transit company,
MADE TO PAY »l»o announced that beginning Fri,

MICHIGAN AUTO LICENSES
MAY BE MADE OF COPPER

clean, adjust and

day. July 24, the S. 8. Manitou will
Secrecy surroundsthe 10 year
Sandland farmers of Oltawa continue beyond Harbor Springs to
fnid between Charles Howard and
MING PINS AT KOLLEN
age, reform brake band to drum, equalizeand
Michigan's 1933 automobile l»r County may learn a great (leal Mackinac Island and Sault Ste.
his brother Fred brought to light
low cost . • .
about sand land management and Marie.
PARK
adjust service and emergency brakes, free
Saturday with the arrest of Charles ruse plates may lie made of eoppi
In order to make this additionto
at his Cheshire home in Allegan The Departmentof State feds that Hie growing of crops on poor sand
up and lubricatebrake
Michigan's Copper industry might soil by attending the meeting Aug. the present schedule several other
Many
boys
and
girls
are
spendcounty.
shaft levers
railroad changes will l*e necessary. A new
Ik- henfitted if automobile plates 7th at Hie Pennsylvania
ing the hot summer days at Kollen
"I'll kill him someday. It’s either
Complete chassis lubrication, front wheels,
Park, one of the most popular play him or me. I’m going to mind my could1 be made of state-mined cop. farm, north of. Howard City, says night boat will leave Chicago Wedgenerator, steering,motor, distributor, door
nesday mgnt
night to arrive here ThuraThurai
grounds in Holland,where they can own business but someday I’ll gi't per. This matter will be given Agricultural Agent Milbam. On nesnay
Chevrolet
hinges, door locks and check links. The 33
enjoy a daily swim. The park is him. No, I'll not tell anyone what careful study and considerationin tbis farm may be seen the results day morning and double back to
vital points of your Chevrolet will
open from 9 o'clock in the morning we are enemies about,"said Charles connectionwith the 1933 plate*, of the use of lime with phosphorous j Chicago for a daylight trip to MusClean inside and
until 8:30 o’clock in the evening. when questioned by Sheriff Guy which will be ordired early in 1932. and potash fertilizer,alfalfa,rye. kegon Thursdayafternoons,rontlnbe lubricated at this low cost .
Only
The cost of using copper as com- vetch and corn and other crops uing to Frankfort,
Many children are learning to Teed of Allegan.
pared with 24 gauge Steel now in which fit into the Keystone rotaswim.
Charles was taken to Cell No. 13
The boys and girls who carnet! with no charge booked against him use will have a direct hearing on tion. The farm in charge of B. O. ALLEGAN MAN AT 90 LEARNS
the final division. The I!id2 plates Ilngermnnbus been made to pay,
TO DRIVE A CAR; FARMED
the pin for swimming fifty feet are
Monday morning his brother now being manufactured will carry the income from the farm dependWHEN CORN WAS 10c
Alfred Meppelink, Eugene Denny,
Fred arrivedat the jail but refused a color combination of u dark blue ent upon returns from dairy cat-J
THE BUSHEL
Joseph DeVries, Cornelia Klein, to see the prisoner.
backgroundwith white block num- tie, poultry and the sale of seeds.
Seventh Street, Holland, Mich.
par^ Monroe, Gilbert Rowan,
'! don’t want to be near him so erals.
Last year over 2,000 Michigan
Andrew J. Johnson, 90 years old,
crank Zweering, James Thompson,
he can get his hands on me," said
farmers studied the results of the M l he only one left of 47 TrowBill Zeerip. Elmer DeMaat, Alietha
the frightened brother. Fred then IHlHHIHHISUHIHHIHllltliHIHillllHHiXiHiiHIHHlIlliS
methods at a meeting there. Aecur* bridge township farmers who enJ ranks. P. Kelly. Jack Whalen. Jay
ate cost and yield figures will Ire listed in the Civil war and vet can
Hoffman,Junior Ovenveg, Robert oleaded with Deputy Ed. Clock to HORSE SHOW AT CASTLE
made availableat the meeting.
keep his brother in jail so he could
ramble off to town at 15 miles per
ONLY TWO GAME VIOLA- Whelan. Ted Gerritman, Peter not
PARK ON AUGUST 4TII
get louse and make good his
hour, just as t-asily as he ever
Htcringa, Robert Deur. Ralph
TIONS IN OTTAWA AND
could. The fact Is, he never drove a
Nerusen, Donald Baldus, Jack threat.
Tuesday, August 4th is the date
Charles’ friends brought him
ALLEGAN
car until he was 83. He bought a
Hiemmga, Justin Dyke. Josephine
brand new sedan way back then and
Van Braght, Raymond Vos, Harvey gum, matches and tobacco Monday set for the annual horse show at
Castle Park. The vent will begin
be says it’s just an good an it ever
While other countiesin Michigan Monroe, Effie Frank. Irene VerHey. morning.
He is GO years old, single,colored. at 2 o'clock in the afternoon and it
was an far an he can tell. “Oh, it'a
have scores of game violations dur- Alberta Aidring, Myra Grover, Ed1 is expected that a number of horses
a little old fanhioned, of rourne, but
ing June, Ottawa and Allegan ward Olberg, Jack Barnes, Lewis
it’s only Item run about 4,000
DONATES USE OE COURSE will be enti red by resorters. Wincounties have but one each. In Al- Hnllet, Robert Myrick, Knsprr
! aers ju this show may compete
mills,’’ he tells un.
legan, G. Nyhoff paid a fine of Schegardus. Louis Myrick. Herman
i..|m t again at the HolLind Horse show to
Mr. Johnson admits that someNathanael Robbins,
$12.00 for illegal possessionof blue Naberhuis, John Ukker, Jr., ThomSCHOOL
ROMANCE times when he seen a car coming
as
Niessink.
Robert
Lulofs,
Julius
gills; in Ottawa, Peter Ver Plaik
turned over his miniature’ Knit
lh',' "h’1'
down the road it looks like two unBRINGS HAPPY COUPLE TO
paid $13.7f) for fishing in posted perks, Ray Grisson, Edward Van- course on Washington st. to the
‘''r
til he gets close up to it, but any
TO THE ALTAR
spawn beds. In June, Wayne coun- dor Bie, Rose Mary Burrows, PresMichijran and silver tre:,hi,“ are
attempt to keep thin 90-year-old
ty had 36 arrests, Kent only 1, ton Brown, Edward Robinson, Don- ties for use in connectionwith sum- awarded for superiorhorsemanship.
A
childhood romance culminated veteran from driving han failed.
na
Hioftje. Harold Welscbt, Eunice mer recreationalprojects,it was
Muskegon,39 arrests.
Naims suggestedby the man- in the marriage of Miss Edythe L. When hf wants to go to town he
Loyer Edward Boss, Kenneth Hill. learned from J. (\ I simian, who
agement of the show as likely to Tyner, daughterof Mr. and Mrs. driven there.
•• just interviewed Mr. Robbins.1 appear in the various events at L. N. Tyner, River avenue, and “1 never venture to drive clear
OTTAWA COUNTY GAS
rh' had
STATIONS
c-T ATfCAvnARE ENTERED
MargaretVan Braght, Lenore Dal- Mr. Lehman believed that the su-j Castle Park, follow below
Mr. Lester E. Strub, formerly of downtown, ” he nays, "for I’m
pervisorswould confine the use
In the junior jumping class, two Upper Sandusky, Ohio. The cere- afraid to do that, so I park my car
man. Alma Prins, Bert Naberhuis. the
course to the girls, since the and a half feet, suggested entries
Ottawa county officials were Don Pans, Rfasell Karrc-I. Rose Elmonies were performed at Hope on the way in and walk the rest of
seeking prowlers, who sometime U*n A man, Henrietta Brick neridge. boys already have so many games are < artor Wilkie Brown, Patsy Church Saturday afternoonat 3 the way.”
and activities in which to partici- Cleveland,Mary Corley and E. Hy- o'clockin the presence of the imIn 1863 Mr. Johnson bought a 60Saturday night broke into the John George Van Dyke.
pate. Just how the course will bo luns. The horsemanship at a walk m.diate family and a few close acre farm adjoining bin uncle’s.
Lillie gas station at Coopersville Up-to-date ninety-threeboys and
and the P. W. Schmidt station at girls have earned their beginner's employed, however, will Is* decided class, riders under six years, may friends of the bride, with Rev. Paul “You have no idea what farmer*
ILIERE’S an example of how Goodupon later.
includeAustin Brown. Gilbe rt Car- E. McLean officiating.
had to go through with in those
Allendale.The burglars got $1 in j P1^1
ter and Judith Matthews.
year’s greater production enables
The bride was charmingly beauti- days.” this life-longfarmer says.
pennies at the former place andl. 'hose who have earned their
The three-gaited class, riding ful us she entered the church .di- "Beans were only 50c a bushel, corn
$30 in cash at the
pwirnmers pins are entitled to the WALTER HAGEN. GOI.E
greater value! Just look at this tire!
only to count may include Mrs. lice on the arm of her father and 10 cents a bushel, wheat 65c. Good
PRO. PASSES THROUGH
They
are believed to be thb
, e.ra^ .Hn<j diving boards
It’s actually superior to
of the
CITY WEDNESDAY NIGHT Harold Wood, Mrs. Cart< r Brown, took her position in front of the i*ork sold for 3 cents and beef 24.
gang Hint last week made whole- Some of these had only their be
Mrs. W. Carter, Mrs. Matthews. altar which was simply but richly I couldn't have kept my head above
higher priced brands — and
can
sale depredationsin Newaygo coun- ginners pins at the beginning of
Grand Haven Tribune: — Walter Mrs. Duncan Forbes and Mrs. T. decorated with baskets of Mowers, waUr,” he went on, “if it hadn't
the season.
ty gas emporiums.
show you why! Goodyear makes milThose awarded swimmers' rights j ^aK®n Detroit, recent winner of Hon me. The egg and spoon race white tapers in candelabra against been for the timber and sugar bush
o
>vcre Clarence Zone, Hector Mar-i^® Canadianopen golf champion- will be another feature of the show. a backgroundof palms and ferns. on my farm."
lions
tires than anybody else
THEOLOGY SCHOOL TO OPEN fin. Donald Visser, Henry Holder
a half foot The soft strains of "O Promise Mr. Johnson had to leave the
at Toronto over Percy Allis, In the three and
,
turns the savings
to you
jumps, riders
will be
Joan Elliott.
JULY 29
Lorenzo Trovan, Joseph be Vric* ! British pro, in a 36-hole play
,!' t‘r1s W|H
h‘‘ Joan
Elliott, Me," was played by Miss Margary farm in August of 1864 and joined
Selby during the ceremony. The the 13th Michigan Infantry. While
in a better product for the money.
The annual midsummer school of
bride wore a soft gray semi-prin- be was never in a battle, he says,
Vander^Koik, P^Vai/H?! j
Antoinette Heurnc,
theology will open July 29 at Pine •Ion. Jerold Essenberg, Edward
cess gown that fell in long grace- "My regiment did more fighting
en route from Detroit to Mil- ,n,n™ include.
'"‘''"‘I"Antmn,n,.
......
and Ann Hunter Hearne. The par- ful folds to the floor. The bodice and lost more mm than anv other
lodge and continue two weeks. l/cc- Chapman, Richard Kelly, Robert waukee.
hirers are: Rev. John W. Beardslee, Myrick. Louis Myrick, Casper Sc he
He crossed the lake on tin1 Mis- ent and child class will be entered was trimmed in little clusters of regiment from Michigan. Most of
New Brunswick. N. J., seminary; eardus ( lifford Cunningham, VV’il souri and had his family with him bv couples from the Carter.Brown, French knots and pearls and the the II months which Mr. Johnson
Prof. Clarence Bourn a, Calvin "sem- lis Do Neff, Robert Cooper, Marian j He said they were going on a fish-! Hearne. Page, Forbes and Barber belt was caught with a pearl buckle. served were spent as a train guard.
A large white horse-hairhat with For that reason be missed out on
inary. Grand Rapids: Dr. Leander ysse. John Shaguay,Alma Prins. ing trip. Eddie VandenBerg,
.
4.40-21
a
touch of gray trimming, long the fighting.
S. Keyser, Hammah Divinity Max Sch.ber .lohn IVWitL Jam. Iplaye.l at thn Rnl,l,i„»’ dock, “|,ntta,lr|u?r' M
m'
school, Springfield, O., and Dr. A. Thompson, J„rk Hicndapa.Hcnr) th/golfcr and talked with him for
MananJ nrlcr, »»xtcr Me white gloves, gray hose and slip- "I lost my life's earnings in a
(29x4.40)
bean. R. A Page, Roy N„b. I and pers completed the costume. The bank that failed," Mr. Johnson reW. Drecry Bnnebroke seminary,
D< some time. Hagen was much inter- Mary Nobel. A riderless jumping bride also wore a large corsage of gretfullystates. “But the pension
Dayton O. General Bible conference Maat, Jack McClay, Mildred Bouw- ested in the Sharkey-Walkerfight
event will also lake place, a six orchids.
that comes to this old veteran evens.
$9.60 per pair
dates are Aug. 13 to 23 and the
and seemed pleased that a draw foot, triple bar being used.
Piece ling the wedding ceremony ery month cares for his present
The
highest
honor
of
the
season
Older hoys conference Aug. 28 to
was railed as Walker seemed to l>e
Miss Gladys Wagner sweetly sang needv He is exempt from tax on
has hern earned by Charles Vill his favorite.
Lifetime Guaranteed
Sept. 5.
his 42-acre farm also.
"(),
Promise Me."
SPRING
LAKE
BOY.
SON
OF
enger of Detroit, who was
_________ f,
OTHER SIZES EQUALLY LOW
Immediatelyfollowing the cereMR.
AND
MRS.
CARL
BOWEN,
RENTS CAR. HAS NOT BEEN Several'1 oThersf°«riJ,,Vin>r! DISPLAYS CORN STALK
mony a three course luncheon was HOLLAND CITY BOARD
IS HURT IN COLLISION
SEEN IN WEEK
.served at the bride's home on River MEMBERS GUESTS OF LOCAL
this examinationC Prepann,r fo'
"VKR SEVEN FEET TALL
Each Pair

MANY CHILDREN WIN SWIM-

repack front wheel bearing,adjust brake link-

9

1

....

Complete Lubrication—

VO

Washed—

Your

outside— M

........

OOC

Holland CHE VROLETSalesJnc.

Phone

3563-3531

*

PFhat a

Holland Bride

«

ToMake Her New

|

Tire!

Home

er

Grand

What

.n,

TWO

Price!

»,

HeT/RXh^r&eT

!

SJj'T.w

In

A

r

V-

England

DAY

... ......

of

latter.

many
we

-

more

and

-

same

back

''

P

i

^

^

1

. ,

off,

'

....

,

l

Mnn»

»

.

em- ri...

-

.

awarded

j

Site

4.50-20 (29x4.50)5.60 10.90
4.50-21 (30x4.50) 5.69 11.10
4.75-19 (28x4.75) 6.65 12.90
5.25-21 (31x5.25) 8.57 16.70

Latest Improved 30x3,2

Reg*

a

4.39

8.54

GOODYEAR
PATHFINDER

3o".

t,%

sJ.

6.00-20 (32x6.00)

.

wl
15.35

SupertwistCord Tire tubes also low priced

EXPERT TIRE REPAIRING
Any
IJsed

Size up to 12 inch Casing Repaired

Tires

Open Evenings

Holland Vulcanizing Co.
180 River

Ave.

PLAN TO REBUILD DAM |
PLEASES ALLEGAN FOLK

Phone 3926

grounds in the county.
Tho old dam was torn out when
M-89 was relocated several years

Allegan sportsmen are elated by ago.
announcementthat the state high'
and conservation departments
W. H. Chapman, 82, passed
I cooperate in replacingthe dam through Holland on the final lap
on Swan creek, near M-89 bridge, of his 20,000-mile hitch-hiketour
restoring the large pond known in of the United States and Canada.
years gone by as Smith’s mill pond, Chapman said he left his home in
f<qr many years the best pike fishing Connecticut eight years ago.
w

GROUP AT COUNTRY CLUB
Howard Bowen. II years old son av‘ ni“' an<l t,l( coul,,p for Dhii'ons^re.^^nbv °Ge raH bJ ,'n I A rorn;;ta,k measuring seven feet of Mr. and Mrs. Carl T.
•‘'uledfrom New York
Grand Haven Tribune- The local
Spring Lake, was in the hospital at W"l,,,,*da>'1n™n' Ju,y *»• »fl< r
Edward Danfson and Cwf Damson and .frr/?chrs in lcn^h
has been in possession of Charles No aceidents have occurred at the :C(?8l<,e,?b,f atUmt,on an'1 'n,prf'*t Zeeland overnight following an la two weeks honeymoon trip to] board of public works tyas host to
E. Mann, a waiter at the Hotel Park this season. Five nerson
ln th'’ Spelmnn accidentnrr the Boa verdant road l*i Paris and Ixmdnn they will reside the Holland city board at a dinner
at New Castle on Tyne.
at the .Spring Lake country club
Wm. M. Ferry, who disappeared were rescued hy life guards Thrlstore win(low at Fennville.It was miles east of Zeeland.
Mrs. Strub's traveling costume
with the car, and his clothes a guards insist that a|l who have not Jrown bY Frank Bu^lw-e on his
He suffered a wrenchedback and was a dark blue Ratbmoor suit with last night. The dinner was given by
week ago.
the gentlemen of the board as a
earned their swimmer’s nin tn IiavlfarniPasl of tow|b ;,,"i is Die mon- was in severe pain for a time. Mr.
a small navy blue hat and accessor- return courtesy for a similar affair
' ' remarkable because the soil in the
The owners are becomingappre- inside the. life
Bowen, Ottawa county engineer, ies to match.
o-^
pine plains sectionis not especially
which was given for the local board
hensive over their property as they
and Mrs. Bowen were called her.*
Mr. and Mrs. Strub entered JunHolland citizens will not be famed for fertility.
do not believe the man will be willlast night, Mr. Bowen came hack ior High school in Upper Sandusky, by the Holland men at the time of
Another big stalk, 6 feet tall, is a
their organization.
ing to pay for the minimum charge awakened from their slumbersbv
this- morning to learn that the inOhio, and a warm friendshipsprang
Following the dinner, which inwhich is 36 cents an hour during the shriekingof the "mocking bird" product of Postmaster Charles Bas- juries were not serious.
up which has lasted through all the
cluded six men from each city inthe day time and 72 cents at night. as an alarm for fires in the early sett’s garden. The corn is at FennThe Bowen boy was riding with passing years.
Mann has been employed at the morning hours. The board of police ville’s garden displayedin the post- Peter Kammcraad, county surveyor. Mrs. Strub is a graduate of the cluding the superintendentsof the
hotel for the past six weeks.
and fire commissioners has renewed office.
The machine was struck broadside Holland High school and Hope Col- plants, the gijpiin went down to in— O
_
o
section in making the "fire whisby another car, the name of -the lege. For four years she taught spect the municipal plant.
The Holland men expressed
tle taboo between midnight and PREVENTS CAB FROM
COOLEY IS FINED FOR
driver not Ireing learned. The acci- High school languages and the past
PASSING; FINDS IT
. F,remen will be routed
dent took place at an intersection three years has held a positionat themselves in the highest praise of
ASSAULTING OFFICER tfrom their
TO BE SHERIFF TEED and the Bowen ear was ditched. Rose Cloak Store, Holland.
the plant and believeit is one of
beds hy alarms in their
homes.
Allegan News: Arcording to state
Mr. St rub graduated from Upper the finest they have ever visited,
Mr. Kammcraad. who was driving,
In an endeavor to prevent Frank
law if you signal to pass a car
they said. The local hoard ia well
returned to his home at Grand Ha- Sandusky High school and Miami
Cooley of Allendale from picking An unusual situationhas devel- while travelingon the highway, the
pleased with the results of the
ven after several stitches had l»oen University at Oxfgrd, Ohio. He obhuckleberriesin Aman park with- oped in the personnel of the board car signaled must not increase its
taken in his arm which was cut t'lined a position as expert chemist Diesel engines which have been
out a permit from the city of Grand of education of Holland’s public speed to prevent the passing.
running for the past two months
in the crash. The Bowen Isry was with the Proctor, Gamble Co., of
Rapids, Rudolph Kapff, deputy of school system. The Christian ReEvery motorist doesn't know this.
and
expect to give out a report
St.
l/)uis,
Mo.,
and
the
past
two
brought home the following day.
Kent county, was assaulted and formed Church in America, which For instance, Simon Wiergerink, 35,
The father,Carl Bowen, was Hol- years has been production manager. shortlywhich will tell just how eftreated roughly by the Allendale supports the Christian school sys- of Manlius didn’t. He was driving
ficient the engines are.
land's city engineer some years In recognitionof his dependability
man, which resulted in an arrest tem, has obtained control of the on the East Saugatuckroad out of ago.
and competencythey have appointfor assaultand battery.
ed him as their representativein NEW YORK BIBLICAL
board members by adding three Hamilton one night last week when
Cooley paid a fine of $13.30 in members in the recent election and a car signaled to pass. Wiergerink
STUDENT TO PREACH
England and superintendent of the
SAUGATUCK
SURE
HAS
A
Justice C. E. Burr’s court, Grand now has a representation of five "stepped" on it. It cost him $14.65
AT UNITY CHURCH
New Castle factories on the British
FA.ST
FIRE
SQUAD
Isles.
Haven. The man had no berries, The other four members are affili- in Justice Fidus Fish's court for
Muskegon Chronicle — Russell
but the officer alleged he had ated with the Reformed Church in doing it.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. Damstra, a student from the BibThe man who signaled happened Saugatuck Commercial.— Friday and Mrs. M. W. Adams of Detroit, lical Instituteof New- York City,
complaints that the man was at- America. The Reformedchurch led
morning, July 17, the fire departMichigan, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Grim- w-ill preach Sunday, August 2, at
temptingto get the fruit without the Christian Reformed church on to be Sheriff Guy Teed.
ment was called to the farm of S. mett, Battle Creek. Mrs. John Wag- Unity Reformed church, in the abthe permit. The park belongs to the previous board 7 to 2.— Grand
Wade
in Gibson to help put out a ner, Miss Gladys Wagner and Gersence of Rev. C. P. Dame, who is
There isn’t much you can say for
Grand Rapids, but is in Ottawa Rapids Press.
fire. They made the run of five ald Pell of Plamwell.
to begin his vacation Tuesday.
county.
times like these except that everyO—
miles in nine minutes and saved the
—
0-Sunday, August 9, Rev. George
body has learned how to pronounce
Rev. Lambertus Van I^aar, pasfarm house with the exception of
A marriage lirense application Heneveld, pastor of the First ReServices at Central Reformed at tor of Prospect Park Christian Re- "deficit.”
part of the roof. This is very fast has been received from John Van formed church at'Wycoff,N J.,
Grand Rapids were in charge of formed church at Holland since w Among the flying craft used to
work and the boys are deserving of Duine, 60, of Holland and Mrs. served as pastor of Unity Refa
Prof. John R. Mulder of Western 1926, has declined a call to Highsmuggle in at least a few undesir- great credit for their prompt ac- Nancy Houseman, 55 of Wyoming church over an eight-year
Theological seminary, of Holland. land Park, Ind.
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Medical DUcovoriot

Children who lived before 1788
A man can aearch a food many
Mfb-tradedlctlonarlf* for a rood didn't have to take caator oil. It
any houra without halnr able to waa In that year that the medical
And out what halllbuntl la, but we value of the oil waa officiallyrecMr. and Mrs. Preston Menting
nppoaa practicallyany woman ognizedby medical men. Other Imhave
moved to a residence at 275
portant
factors
In
medicine
came
e»vld tell you Id a minute without
looking It op.— Fort Wayne Newa- even later. Morphine waa discov- West Seventeenth street.
ered In 1804, quinine In 1819, broSentlnel.
Mrs. Dkk Schaftenar underwent
mine In 1824 and hydrogen peroxan operation at the Holland hospiide In 1818— AmericanDruggist.
tal Monday.
TUy Don't Often Crow
J. Kool, 325 Mapel Avenue, has
There are many rarletlea of b'<x
“Neighboring" Star
been granted a building permit to
bead, all of which are completely
The nearest star, so far as known, remodel a residenceand place a new
objectionable.But until you have
•ten the one which rot that way Is Alpha Centaurl. the brightest roof.
star In the constellation Centaurus.
over hla wlfe’a money you haven't
Rev. and Mrs. Edward Tanis of
seen a thing— Fort Worth Record Its distance Is about 4.3 light years, Grand Rapids are spenndingtwo
or 26.000,000.000,000 miles.
Telegram.
weeks at a cottage at Pine Lodge.

Set Of Teeth
For only $10, and for $12.50

m

Upper or Lower

DOUBLE
SUCTION PLATES with GOLD PIN TEETH. Why
pay $25 to $35 when you can get a GOOD FITTING SET
The wonderful guaranteed KUNG-T1GHT

OF TEETH

INGS

for lest

$1 and

___

than one-half the regular price. FILL-

up.
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[PAINLESS EXTRACTIONS

TRAILS
By

WE CROSS

JAMES V.

By DR. JOHN W.

A

BROOKS

make our mark
get a marker.

Man

la like

He who

Mr. and Mrs. William Blom of
Madison, Wisconsin, spent a week
at the home of Wr. and Mrs. Nick
Hofsteen on West Fourteenth St

FREE EXAMINATION

The Adult and Young Married

mli

REPTILE USES FEET TO COVER
EACH EGG WITH SOIL AND

You don’t spend

THEN DEPARTS TO

ICTUREL l^OCKS
ONE SIGN THAT NO MOTOOIST WILL

BE ABLE TO READ
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How
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comfortable tour-

camping grounds
. advanalmost every land and water sport ... all
.

.

.

free

.

.

are available to the vacationist.

Let

LOW COST

Long DisUnce telephone serv-

availableeverywhere
. add to the pleasure
ofyour outing. Dispel worry by calling home and
ice.

.

.

.

.

who live off jrour
route. Telephone ahead for accommodations.
office frequently. £all friends

The low

Long Distance

cost of your

calls will

prove

a small item in your vacation budget.
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VACATION IN MICHIGAN

Be Safe:
KILLED

33,000 were

NOW ON

and will continue until
and including Saturday, Aug. 8

reasonably-priced-hotels

.

ists* homes

£
£
£
X
X

Eighth St.,

when

.

.

The moat distant parts of Michigan are within
easy traveling distancefrom home. Splendid
roads . . excellent rail and water transportation

QL'to’dM

l!

your time

you vacation in Michigan

The old turtle patiently made her
way from the sluggish stream and
up a slopingbank, thick with heavy
growth of weeds. She made her
way more easily as she entered a
field of bean plants. Many days
without rain had left the soil dry
and a little hard. This soil she
passed over and came upon an-

other field but lately cultivated.
The old snapper dug industriousity.
OF MANY NEAD TuCSON, AuiZONA.AND TC MEANING
ly into the soft, furrowed earth, but
Miss Anne Tjalma submitted to
(fid not appear satisfied, for she
THE WISE MEN OF TODAY CANNOT FATHOM.
an operation for appendicitis at the
again continuedher ioumey for
EducationalBw««au
Holland hospital last week.
about 20 feet. The sluggish and
Frank Bouma from Ottumwa, la.,
muddy stream where she spent the
stopped for a visit at the home of
greater part of her existence was
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Witt, Bill Dykhuis, Clyde Dykhuis, now 100 yards distant.
Tanis at 367 Central avenue last
She began to dig into the soft
Leroy Naber and Ray Brondyke.
week on his return from Vienna,
clay loam. This earth seemed satisAustria,where he attended the RoMrs. Benj. Vosa was pleasantly, factory and she scooped into it with
tary club convention. Mr. Bouma
surprisedby a group of friends and her hind legs. The egg-nest was
also toured Europe.
relatives at her home on East 24th about five to six inches in diameter
J. Coert Rylaarsdam, Hope Colstreet Friday evening, the occasion and of the same depth. It required
Miss Georgia De Weerd and Miss being her fiftiethbirthday anni- 15 minutes to prepare.
lege graduate of 1931, will sail on
E.
Holland, Mich.
Thelma Vanden Brink entertained versary. The evening was spent in
PUSHED FROM NEST
the S. S. Lapland, September5. Mr.
Rylaarsdamwas recently appointed with a miscellaneous shower last a social way and delicious refresh- I pushed her from the nest, but
week Thursday evening at the ments were served. Those present she did not lunge forward as they
a short term missionary to Arabia.
home of the former on East Ninth were: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Voss and ofttimes do, but returned immediBert Barnard has returned to Cal- Street in honor of Miss Harriet
family of Grand Rapids, Mr. and ately to her work. As each egg
ifornia after visiting at the home Vanden Bos, who will become the
Mrs. Ralph Voss of Overisel, Mr. was laid it was carefully covered
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barnard on bride of Frank Jansma early this
and Mrs. Nick Tanis and sons, Mr. with soil and placed to the outside
North Shore Drive.
fall. Games were played and prizes
and Mrs. Peter Brower of Zeeland, wall of the small pit by her small,
The July issue of The Warm were awarded to Miss Laura Ten Mr. and Mrs. D. Vander Kamp and claw-like feet. She lay directly
Have, Mrs. F. Kamferbeekand Mrs.
Friend, publicationof the Holland
daughter, Sylvia of Fillmore. Rev. above the nest and it would have
Furnace company for employes, is J. De Weerd. A delicious two-course and Mrs. A. B. Voss and family of required eyes as keen as a marsh
luncheon was served. Those present
given over to picturesand descripHospers, Iowa, Mr and Mrs. Harm hawk’s to nave detected her unless
were Mrs. W. Verhoef, Mrs. G. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Voss one had obsened her progress
tion! of the new general office
Schaafenaar,Mrs. J. De Weerd, from Holland and Mr. and Mrs. across the field.
buildingof the organizationhere.
Mrs. W. DeWeerd, Mrs. J. Van Til,
Benjamin Voss and family.
After two hours the old female
C. Van Dyke of the Holland City Mrs. H. Vanden Brink, Mrs. A.
snapper had deposited from 20 to
State bank, started on a vacation Vanden Brink, Mrs H. Mouw, Miss
Mrs. B. Timmer entertainedwith 30 eggs and had as carefullyplaced
Monday.
Harriet Vanden Bos, Mrs. B. Vana birthday .party at her home last them. Each egg was perfectly
den Bos, Mrs. F. Kamferbeek,Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Dornbos enweek Thursday afternoon in honor round and about three-quartersof
A. Steel, Mrs. H. VandenBelt, Mrs.
of her daughter, Hazel, the occasion an inch in diameter. The shell is
tertained the choir of Fourth ReH
G.
De
Weerd,
Miss
Laura
Ten
formed Church at their cottage at
being her eighth birthday. Games similarto that of a hen’s egg. She
Have and Miss Hester DeWeerd.
were played and dainty refresh- replaced the earth in the pit and
Idlewood beach last week Thursday
ments were served. Hazel received tamped it into place with both front
evening A picnic supper was servMrs.
Naney
Schaeffer celebrated many pretty gifts. Those present
ed and games were played
and hind legs. When she had comher 86th birthday anniversary re- were: Leona McFall, Thelma RobBom to Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. cently at the home of her daughter, erts, Carol Muyskens, Charlotte pleted her task it was indiscernible
where the nest had been made.
Van Lente, 181 West Sixteen St, at Mrs. R. B. Champion. Mrs. SchaefMuyskent,Mae Timmer, Mary Jean
EGGS CONCEALED
the Holland hospital, on Julv 24, a fer has been making her home with
Bowman, Betty Mae Brewer, ThelShe made her way back to the
daughter, Betty Ann; to Mr. and the Champions for several years.
ma McFall, Whilmina Poll, Marion stream by almost the sdme path
Mrs. Willis Mulder, 110 West 19th She spent a number of years as a
Bonthuis,Julia Gebben, Arlean Gro- she had used when coming forth to
street, on July 24, a daughter, Max- teacher in the Academy to the Uniters, Rosy Brunzel and Hazel Tim- lay her eggs. As she was returnine Lois; to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin versity of Iowa and the High school
mer.
ing to the stream soft rain began
Role, on July 23, a daughter, Mar- at North Liberty ,Iowa Her husto fall and this all but obliterated
lyn Joyce.
band was a Lutheran minister.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Nicnhuis en- the tamping she had done on the
Mrs. Schaeffer has two children,
Abd Van Weele underwent an
tertainedwith a party Friday eve- soft loam. Everything was as beoperation at the Holland Hospital Mrs. R. B. Champion of WTest 12th ning at their home on rural route 8
fore except the eggs lay carefully
street
and
Ora
Schaeffer
also
of
recently.
in honor of Mrs. Nienhuis’ father, concealed from the enemies of turHolland.
William Kits, the occasion being his tles— weasels and skunks.
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Cline
have moved from to 285 East Thir89th birthdayanniversary. Mr.
teenth street to a residence at 152
A group of friend* enjoyed an Kits has four children,Mrs. J. M
Their Lifetime Duty
East Ninth street.
outing at Ottawa Beach last week Lumkes and Mrs. M. P. Nienhuis,
Many
girls sre brought up with
of
Holland,
Mrs.
Richard
Visker
of
Thursday evening. Swimming and
games were enjoyed after which a Bedford, Ohio, and Mrs. A. Haeven Hie Idea that the business of u
wiener roast was held. Those pres- of Iowa. At (present he is making good woman Is to be a member of
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Dale Fog- his home with his daughter, Mrs. things, to keep things going and to
erty, Mr. and Mrs. Vern Fogerty, J. M. Lumkes on West Nineteenth call other women up and urge them
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Van Lente street. Those present to help Mr. to come, declares an exasperated
and family, Mr. and Mrs. C. Kits celebrate were: Mr. and Mrs. clubwoman In the Woman’s Home
Paauwe and family, Mr and Mrs. Veldsma and son, Clarence of Grand Companion.
Charles Fogerty and family, Mr. Rapids, Mrs. John DeVelder and
and Mrs. Andrew Kammeraad. Mr. son Bobby of Chicago, Mrs. J. M.
and Mrs. Herman Kammeraadand Lumkes and Mr. and Mrs. M. P.
family, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Kuite Nienhuis and family.
the Uiefal Piuts
and family, Miss Lcora Sines and
Come
to
Delbert Fogerty.
Mrs. Charles Miles celebratedher
83rd birthday anniversary Friday
By T. E. STEWARD
WNU ier*le«
Miss Jennie Weaver, daughter of at her home on West 26th street. A
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Weaver of Oak- potluck supper was served and picland, and Gerald Rutgers, son of J. tures were taken. Mrs. Miles has
The Garden Pea
H. Rutgers of Graafschap,were been a resident of Holland for 58
united in marriage last week Wed- years. Those present to help her 'T'HERE are a number of wild
nesday evening at 7 o’clock at the celebratewere: Mr. and Mrs.
* vetches and lupins, but no plant
parsonageof Rev. Kalkman. The Fred Miles and family. Mrs. John that can be Identified with the garcouple were attended by Miss Hen- Owen and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson den pea ha* ever been found growrietta Koops and Henry Weaver. Miles of this city, Mrs. Carl Creek ing wild. Botanistsare Inclined to
Following the ceremonya reception of Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. ascribe Its origin from the region
was held at the home of the bride’s L. D. Miles, Miss Avis Miles and south of the Caucasus whence the
parent*. “I Love You Trule,’’ and John Miles of Delton.
Aryans came Into Europe, and
is issued constandy these days to people
dollars
Oh Promise Me.” were sung a.there Is evidence that It Is at least
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zeerip of as old, used as human food, as the
jueta by MUs Mary Weaver and
hard and
sensibly
to safeguard them.
Mis* Henrietta Koops. A dainty- Grand Rapids entertained a group Aryan Invasion. It Is not a plant
two course luncheon was served by of friends at dinner at their home of China or of ancient India. Una wrenching heartache has been averted
the
Miss Mary Weaver, sister of the Friday. Among the guests were: less It originatedsouth of the Caubride and Misses Janet and Henri- Mr .and Mrs. Nick Hofsteenand casus and was carried west by the
or
has had a wnest egg” bank account
etta Rutgers, sisters of the groom. son, Leslie, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Aryaift It may have come from the
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. Visschers,Jr., of Holland, Mr. and north shore of the Mediterranean,
at their
Theodore Brande and daughter Ger- Mrs. William Blom of Madison, where a number of plants of the
trude from Grand Rapids, Mr. and Wisconsin, and Ray Weiss of Grand genus “plsura”do grow wild at the
Mrs Gerald Rutgers, Mr. and Mrs. Rapids.
Ever-increasing
of these foresighted folks are
present time.
Weaver, J. H. Rutgers. Mr.
Those who think of modern gar
and Mrs. John Weaver and son
A Sunday School class of Ninth den delicacies as something of relabuilding
percent savings account in this alert,
Stanley Edwin, of Kalamazoo, Miss Street Christian Reformed Church tively recent origin may add the
Henrietta Rutgers, Miss Mary enjoyed an outing at Jenison Park garden pea to the list of plants
friendly
dependable protection and conweaver, Miss Minnie Weaver, Miss last week Tuesday evening. The whose seeds or perfectly Identltt
Rosanna Weaver, Miss Linda Wea evening -was spent in plaving base- able remains have been found In
scientious service are assured.
ver, Henry Weaver, Miss Henrietta ball ami other games. A delicious the rubbish heaps of the Swiss lake
Koops, Steven Rutgers, Miss Janet lunch was served by the teacher. dwellers,persons who belonged to
Rutgers, Miss Geneva Rutgers and Those present were Robert Weener, the age of bronze, before Iron and
Miss Dorothy Rutgers.
Edward Pelon, Gordon Zuvcrink, steel were known to civilized man
Elmer Tulsma, Junior Caawe. La- Teas foun4 in the Bronze age re. Miss Edith Visser of this city and Donald Brewer, Frank De Vriee, mains differ slightly In shape from
Gerrit Groen of Chicago were unit- veme Wiersma, Jerry Por, Donald the modern garden pea, but are
ed in marriageFriday evening at Vryhof, Robert Vegter, Martin Jip- probably the same. One scientist.
the home of the bride on West 18th ping, Garold Daining and Edward
Heer, offera proof that he found
street. The ceremony was per- Slenk, teacher of the class.
peas In Stone age remains, which
formed at 8 o’clock by Rev. A. De
would place Its Europeanuse at a
OVERISEL
Witt of Jamestown,brother-in-law
point prior to the coming of the
Plant a
Dollar seeds in this
of the groom. The wedding march
Aryans. If this Is so the garden
John Bosman, aged 62 .died Satfrom “Lohengrin”was played by
pea probably originated In more
urday
morning
at
the
home
of
his
Miss Gertrude Vissers, cousin of
keep on planting at least 10 percent
than one place, in Europe, and In
the bride. Miss Catherine Kleeva daughter, Mr*. George Artz, 229 W.
the region of western Asia whence
sang, “I Love You Truly,” and Miss Nineteenth Street,Holland. He is
of
will
the Aryan came. For there is eviGertrude Visser, cousin of the bride survived by four daughters and
dence that they knew It before
sang “O Promise Me.” The bride three sons, Mrs. George Artz, and
happinels and independence,— your life’s
wore, a beautiful gown of white Mrs. Henry Poll of Holland, Mrs. their migration.
Peas were a favored vegetable
satin and her veil was caught with Joe Boers of Overisel,Miss Nellie
among the Greeks and Romans,
ambition will be realized if you save as
orange blossoms.She carrieda cor- Bosman of Grand Rapids; Edward
and the name by which we know
sage of white roses and swainsonas. and Abraham Bosman of Grand
The bridesmaid,Miss Johanna Rapids and James Bosman of Boy- It Is derived from the Latin name
earn.
_
Groen, sister of the groom, wore a den. Iowa. Funeral services were
Unlike the garden pea, the field
«
lovely gown of green satin. She held Tuesday afternoon at 1:30
carried a bouquet of ping roses. Ed- o’clock at the home of Mr. and Mrs. pea Is known to grow wild
ward Visser, brother of the bride, Joe Boers at Overisel and at 2 southern Europe, being quite abun
attended the groom as best man. o’clock at the Overisel Christian dant as a wild plant In some part*
The newlyweds left on a honey- Reformed church, Rev. G. J. Van de of Italy.
In all there are eight known varimoon trip after which they will Riet, officiating.
eties of the genns Pisum, all of
make their home in Chicago.
them native either to Asia or to
MatUr’a Licenia
Europe, but mostly original In the
The Christian Endeavor Society
Joseph Conrad’s knowledge of neighborhood of Persia and the rich
of the Ebenezerchurch enjoyed a
Engllih, literary and colloquial,need
districts south of the Caucasus.
wiener roast last week Thursday
not here be praised. But there
Unlike the garden pea, the field
evening at Felt’s beach. Swimming
and beach sports were enjoyed. were certain words which he. so pea has not been found In the
Those present were Miss Leona to speak, declined to learn. One Bronze age remains of Swltserland
very odd example was the word and of Savoy. This may have been
Mulder, Miss Lillian Dykhuis, Miss
Esther Mulder, Miss Thereasa “vowel;” he transposed the “vM doe to the fact that It wag not naed
and “w” sounds^ so that It became by them. It must certainlyhave
Fftfafeanka,Miss Marjorie Boeve,
“wowvel.” I have been told that been known, because It still grows
Miss Harriet Oonk, Miss Muriel De
Witt, Miss Bernice Van Spyker, be would even write It so. He wild in places not very far repronounced “used" ns two syllables, moved from those ancientdeposits.
Miss Catherine Goeve, Miss Lucille
(A. list. W**t«rn New»p»p«rUslos.)
Boeve, Myron Van Leeuwen, John sometimes like ”uslL”>-Londoa
FortnightlyReview.

all

getting there and back

STREAM

v JE.DE IS
Rev. and Mrs. Bernie Mulder and
family of Pella, Iowa, are spending
their vacation in Holland and vicin-

starts a-thlevlng will

Eggs in Nest
With Caution

Peoples’ classes of Bethel Reformed
Church enioyed an outing at Jettison Park Monday evening. Supper
was served at 6 o’clock.

for appendicitis at the Holland hospital last week.

liSfc

Turtle Places

Dr. and Mrs. George Manting of
St. Louis are visitingfriends and
reativesin Holland.

27 W. Sth St., Holland

rooster! he

CO.

<6 by.\Veat«rnNawtpaptr Union)

end in Holland.

Mrs. Charles Koch of Chicago,
who has been resortingat Buchanan beach, underwentan operation

TELEPHONE

stop a-grlevlng.
It Is better to have a little
and live a lot than to
have a lot and live little.
The quantity of our days is
with Nature; the quality
of them Is with us.

John Sternberg spent the week-

DR. BARTON, DENTIST
Every FRIDAY S:«0 a. m. to 4:M p. m.

we

his crow.

School will be held Wednesday,
August 5.

I

a

may

before,,

MICHIGAN BELL

needs spurs to back up

Reformed church and Sunday

50c

HOLLAND

craving Is a hunger blind

In one eye.
Life Is given us that we

The annual picnic of the Sixth

,

Six Cylinder Sentences

1930

in

country by automobiles and our

in this

monetary loss was over 900 millions.
.

The U. S. Census Bureau says that

youthful drivers cause

MANY

TWICE AS

accidents as adults.

Our policies and all good standard
policies protect

you even

if

the driver

is

only 14 years of age.
Nevertheless you owe
insist that

it to

yourself to

children drive carefully.

ALWAYS BE CAREFULL
AND BE SAFELY INSURED

A CHALLENGE.

-SEE-

whose

come
Many
man

who

want

by

woman who
command.

VISSCHER - BROOKS
For Dependable Protection

numbers

a 4
bank where

Planting Time and Harvest

Time

and

your income. The harvest

Copper Plate Cards

WITH PLATE

4%

Values up

Any

lo

$2.69

$6.00

style of engraving furnished

no extra cost.
You may have your choice of

on any

size card at

white or cream cards.

Plsum. t

• •

Plain and paneled cards can be
furnished.

On Savings

First State

Bank

MICHIGAN

Oonk, John Dykhpia, George De

t.

100

be

you

HOLUND,

Genuine Engraved

Bank

few

On Savings

For a limited limtonly

Place Your Order NowPrompt Delivery Assured

Holland City

News

Printer and Publither

32

West

Sth

St.

Holland, Michigan

D CITY
FOR SALE—

Good BnlMinf Lot

on Van Ra&lt'e at
—

New*

SL Inquire

22

office.

Flies annually kill around 75,000

Piptr Huging

&

Painting

Telephana 2277

persons

The Holland Crystal Creamer)'
Company lias been granted a building permit for the erection of a
water tower and pump house.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Greenam of 5
East 25th street, have moved to

in the

mm

Warner
Took Own Life

Mrs.

FLIES KILL 75,000 PERSONS

fly!"

Holt.

Page

mroiimEtiuTioNU

UNDAY SCHOO

United States

through infectingfood and spreading deadly disease germs, Dr. C. F.
Hedenburg,of the Rex Research
Foundation estimates.“Swat the LOSS

NEWS

Say Officials
OF HER DAUGHTER SEVERAL YEARS AGO IS
A FACTOR

s

LESSON

L

»r REV P B riTZWATER. D. D.,
M«mb«r of Faculty. Moody Blblo
((6.

IntMtuto of Oilrafo )
lilt. W'Mtorn Nowapapor Union

12627— Exp. Aug.

Him

1

Hard to Ploasa
Probate
It may surprise you but we heard
Court for the County of Ottawa.
of a man who doea not entirely
At a eettion of said Court, held at agree with alt the edltorlalawe
the Probate Office in the City of Grand write.— Hillsboro News Herald.
Haven in laid County, on tho 16th dav

STATE OP MICHIGAN— The

CLARE
CARL

E.

E.

HOFFMAN

HOFFMAN

of July. A. I). 1931.

Preaent: Hon. Jamei J. Danhof,
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by Edward Weaver, 25, of North cording to McKay she then returna. "That thou mlghtest receive a lima and place be appointed to re- Interealth* anm af Twrety PIve Hundred
wlfa of the rlty of Halland and crenty af
Dorr. The woman was crossing the ed to the room where Mr. and Mrs. thy alght."
ceive,eiamina and adjuit all claimi Thirty and M/I0S dollar* and the ilalutory
attorney fee aa providedin aaid mortgage.
street at the time. Her back and McKay and Warner were sitting
h. "Be filled with the Holy and damandaaAatnitlaid daceaiad by Mi
of Trustees of Hope College)of HolUnd.
Order Baby Chicks
both legs were broken and she lived and screamed that she had taken Ghost. He received Ms sight forth- and before laid court:
Default alio having been made in the Mlrhlgan. a corporation,as mortgagee,
only an hour after the accident. poison. Mrs. McKay administered with. It Is not said that he re- It ia Orderad,Thatall creditora of laid condition*of a *econd mortgage eaecuted which mortgage was recordedIn th* office
Big Egg Bred Baby Chicks from hens
"!* «>*»" hr »ald George G. Brink and of th# Regtslrr of Dccda for Ottawn CranWeaver was not held.
milk and eggs which caused her ceived the Holy Ghost then, hut deceaiedart required to preient thair Julia Brink, hla wife, aa mortgagor*, ta ly, Mlrhlgan. sn th* 10th day of October.
that have stood the test. All males
his
life work proves that he did. daima to laid court at laid Probate the *aid Fir*! Rlalr Bank, of Holland.Mich- A. D. 1025, in Lltor 147 of Mortgagsa,ra
to vomit, he says, and when she
igan, a Michigancorporation,aa mort- page i:>. on whlrh mortgage there la daimed
heading our Grade
matings are
HOLLAND IMPORTING HALF attemptedto get into the car as 4. Saul baptized (vv. 18,19). After Office on or before tba
gagee. on July «lh A. D. 1*27, which aaid to to Hue at thi* lime the asm of On*
MILLION
TULIP
BULBS
pedigreed,and from hens with records
mortgage waa recordedin the office of *aid Thou*and, One llandred Fifty-Nine and
25th Day af November,A. D. 1921
though to drive it herself. Laney Saul received his sight. Ananias
baptized him. The I/ord bestows
Regl.ter of Deed* for Ottawa Tounty, MichFOR FESTIVAL
up to 260.eggs in one year.
said to her: “No, Mamma, let me
« ten o'clock in the forenoon,aaid time igan. in Lltor IS2 of Mortgage*, on page 00/100 Dollars (11150.00),principaland
Inlereat, and an attarney fee af Twentythe gift of the Spirit upon whomdrive." McKay told him he* had
and place being heraby appointed for M on July Ith A. D. 1127. on which mort- Five Dollar.(121.00), toing tha Ugol atWe Sell Poultry Supplies of all Kinds
A consignmentof 500,000 tulip better take her to a doctor which soever he will, and may designate the examinationand adjuatmentof all gage there la claimed lo to due at the time torney
(re in uid martgage provided,aad
of thl* notice for principaland inlereit on which mortgagrethere le dne the ram af
bulbs will be importedfrom The McKay, states he thought Warner anyone, whether occupying an offi.
Cyclone and Klondike line of feeders
claimi and demanda againat said de- the anm of Fourteen Hundred Seventy Five HundredFiftereand 50/IN Dallara
claJ
position
or
not,
to
lay
hands
Netherlands to augment the 1,500,- intendedto do. The next they
ceased.
nine and 42/100 dollar* and th* aUtufory (1515.50), part dne taieo, and Slxlosn Doland water fountains. Buckeye and Dan000 tulips to bloom at the festival heard, McKay says, was of Mrs. upon Individuals.
attorneyfee a* providedIn aaid mortgage, Ur* (110.00) far Inraranra paid hy mortIt ia FurtherOrdered, Thet Public
dy brooder stoves $14.00 and up. Also
IV. Paul Put Into the Ministry
and both of aaid martgage* having keen gagee. and no eult or proceeding*having
in May. These bulbs will be used Warner’sdeath.
notice thareof ba A<v*n by publica- tobaequentlyaailgnedto the Grand Rapid* been Imlltaledat Uw la recoverthe debt,
Tim. 1:12-14).
Chic-Tone and Chic-Tone Inhalent.
by the city in laying out new tulip
A bottle, bearing a carbolic acid (IHe
tion of ecopyoftbiaorder for three Tre.t Company, of Grand Rapid*. Mich- or any part thereofacre red by raid mortwas commissionedfor his
Idnes covering 26 squares. Three label, was found in the rear room
gage*. whtreby the power of mU contained
See us about your custom hatching.
•ucceaiive weekt previoui to aaid day igan, and no ault* or proceeding*at law
having keen inatltutrd lo recoverthe mon- in uid mortgagre has become operative.
rows
of bulbs will be planted in the of the McKay store, according to work ifmong the Gentiles hy Jesus
Thi Sign of aSquirt Deal’
of hearinA in the HollandCity Newi, ey aeraredby either or both of aaid mortNOW THEREFORE,notice I. hereby glvcurbs on both sides of the street the McKays and was turned over Christ. He did not enter the Chris- e nawapapar printad end circulatad in gage* or any part thereof,
en lhal by virtn* of th* uid power of
tian ministry, hut was placed there
Ml*
and In patMance of the etatate In snch
and at all intersections.
NOTH’ K IS HKRKBY GIVEN, that by
to the sheriff’s department.
Our hatcheryIs a memCherrywood Poultry Farm
by the sovereign act of the Lord. aaid county.
virtu# of the power of aale contained In rae# made and provided, the uid mortgages
o
JAMES J. DANHOF.
aaM mortgage* and In purawanre of tho will be ferecloeed by mW of the premise*
ber of the Baby Chick
He was transformed from a blasdetcrltodal pabllcauction, to tha
FORMER HOLLAND FOLKS HOPE COLLEGE FOUR
Poultry Service. Listen
Judge of Probate •tatute in aurh caae made and provided,(he therein
Hatcheryat 234 East 9th Street
phemer and a persecutorthrough
aaid martgagre will be forerloaed by aale of hlghretbidder, at th* narth front door of
ADVERTISES SCHOOL ON
A
true
copy—
to our program overWLS
ENTERTAIN AT GRAND
the
court
houao In the City of Grand Hathe abundant grace of the Lord
the premia'* dearntod therein al public
TOUR OF THE STATES Jesus Christ, and made the apostle
CORA VANDEWATER.
Chicago,every Saturday
auction to the hlgheitbidder at the north ven. Ottawa Crenty, Michigan, that being
HAVEN
One block south oi depot. Ph.9377
the place where the drew It Court for the
front door of the court houte In the City of
Regiiterof Probate.
at 1:16 P. M.
of the Gentiles.
Grand Haven. Michigan, on Monday, the Crenty of Ottawa ia told, sn Manday. th*
The Hope College Four is making
I7lh day of Augoit. A. D. l»2l, at two 17th day of Augnit, A. D., INI, at two
a clock (EaafernStandard Time) in th* aftProf, and Mrs. Clyde Eagelton a tour of the middle west. The
o flock, Eaitern StandardTime, In tho
E. J.
and son, Clyde, Jr., have been the quartetconsistingof Justin W. Van
afternoonof that date. The premia#*being ernoon of that date, which premltM are doarritod In uid mortgagre aa foBowa. todearribedIn aaid mortgage* aa follow*:
guests for two weks of Dr. and der Kolk, Vriesland; Richard NieswHl
D. C., Ph. C.
All that part of the Northwret quarter
Transit Co.
Mrs. Hessel E. Yntema at “Top sink, Kalamazoo,Rudolph Nichols,
All lhal part af Lal Sli (I) In BUdi
of the Krethweat quarter of Kection
forty-two(42) af th* City af HsOand.
CHIROPRACTOR
thirty-two(121. Town Five (I) North,
Hole," at Highland Park, Grand Holland, and Abraham Norman, of
Ottawa
Crenty, Michigan, particularly
Rouge
Fifteen
(II)
Wret.
which
I*
Haven. Miss Bernice Oelker of Busrah, Arabia. The programs
Office:Holland City State Bank
bounded and described as fadawet
bounded on the Eaat aide by the Boat
Bounded
on the North aad Brath aides
Coopersville visited Miss Marie cover addresses,readings and muHnare. 10-11 :30 a.m.: 9-5 * 7-0 p.m
lint of acid aukdlvtilon.On the Wret
by the North and South Hare nf aaid
Beautiful
aide by the Eaat margin line of State
Emile for a week. Dr. and Mrs. sic.
Ut : on the Wret side by a line rwnnlng
Norman features his talks with
Road, naw known oa Michigan Avenue:
Yntema entertained at dinner Dr.
parallel with Ih* Wert line of uid Ut
on the South aide by a line running
and twelve (12) feet Eaat therefrom;ra
Yntema’s mother, Mrs. Yntema, his manners and customs of the Arabs
Tyler Van Landegend
parallel with Twenty-Rlith afreetand
the East side by a line parallel with tho
and
appears
in
Mohammedan
cos“The Coolest Way”
brothers,Prof. Chester Yntema of
•*" 0?) n>^‘ North from tho center
East line of the Wert half (W 1-2) of
Dealer In
^ £*4 Twrety-Blith street: bounded
the Eaat half (E. 1-2) of aoM Ut tad
Philadelphia, and Prof. Dwight tume. His brother, Feth Allah NorWindmills,Gasoline Engines
an the North aide by the South line «f
man,
has
reached Holland from
twenty-thre*
(22) feel Wee! therefrom:
Yntema of New Haven Conn., and
Daily
the parrel ronreyrd by Abraham BreWPumps
and
Plumbing
Supplies
all accordingto th* recorded pUt of
Arabia and plans to enroll in Hope
arhaart and wife. March I. 1175. the
Miss Clara Holland.
*ald lot. of record In tho offlco of tho
Phone
49
8th SL
You can gain no greater
in September.
deed conreying aaid parrel to Wllaon
Rcgtrtrr of Deeds for aaid Ottawa
8:00 P. M.
O
Harrington being recordedIn Liber 2*.
_ Crenty, Mlchlgen.
comiort to alleviating the
iwgo 44«: all In the City of Holland.
HIKERS MUST BE
Th*
parcel herein conveyedhu n frontSuspiciousChange
Except Mondays and Satur- Langeland Funeral Home
Ottawa Cresty, Michigan.
grief of parting from some
age on Ninth Street of ebret SixtyOR FACE JAIL TERM
**th day of May A. D. INI.
“You can’t slight a man 25 years,"
Six and ono-frarth(00 1-4) fart and
days,
loved one then by conseGRAND RAPIDS TRUST COMPANY.
MORTICIANS
Its East line U
ited by on Iron
saya a philosopher in the Amer
After having encouragedhiking
rtakr.
Th*
crating the last restingplace
Saturdays, 2:00 P. M.
lean Magazine, "and then decide to
4 D..
21
W.
16th
Phone
4550
Sooth
Him
b
» year
irs the authoritiesin
Attorney* for Arelgneo.
with one of our beautiful
turn over a new leaf and greet him
two-third* (04 2-2) fast
Im Bart Ba*
t Its
Ba*
BualnreaAddrwat
different cities are now employing like a brother.You may mean to
Hollaml. Mich.
toing nbo indicated by an Iron rtaka. sold
memorials.We offer a wide
Holland.
Michigan.
iron
rtakr*
toing
re
Ih*
dtvtdteg
Mao
strong methods to discourage the be friendly, but the other man will
between tho promUrn herein convoy od
variety'of sizes and designs,from the simplest markers to the
$3. one way— $5. round trip
camping of mixed hikers. Special suspectyour motives."
and tho property adjoining on tho East,
squads of police are constantly
most imposing family monumentswhich waa farmtriy owned by Sarah
Delta*.
Spec.
raiding camps and mixed hikers
Eye, Ear, Noe* and Throat
Dated thte 21*1 day of
No Choice la Duties
who cannot show marriagecertifiSpecialist
BOARD OF TR1
$4.00 Round Trip
Can man or woman choose duties'
cates are being ushered to jail. As
[Vander Veen Block]
1 Block North and One-Half West of Warm Friend Tavern
No more than they can choose theli ft further information telethe result of a raid 200 mixed hikhours: 9-10
8-5 p. n
I Office
UHice noun:
9-10 a.
a. ra. 8-5
18 West 7th
Phone
Holland, Michigan
Ambulance Service
phone 1.81 or 2182
ers were subjected to charges in birthplace, or their father or moth
TEN CA
Evenings—Tueg. and Saturday
er.—
George
Eliot.
FHon* 1943
one day recently.
7:80 to 9:00

DICK SLAGH

House

Dr.M. E.

AND

THROAT

John Victor, aged 38, of 28 North
River Avenue, died Monday evening at the Kalamazoo hospital. He
is survived by his wife and eight
children,Uughan, William; John,
Jr., Lorraine, Pauline, Genevieve,
Robert Lee and Madeline Victor, all
at home. Five brothersand one sister, Joe, Walter, Leo, Louis and
MitchellVictor of Holland and Mrs.
Emily Drake of Chicago, also survive. Funeral services were held
Thursday morning at 9 o’clock from
the St. Francis de Sales Church,
Father F. W. Ryan officiated. Interment took place in Pilgrim Home
cemetery.
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Sangatuck, Douglas,
A daughter, Joyce Ann, was horn Charles Barnard and Miss Eunice YOUNG ATTENDANT
TAKEN FOR RIDE,
to Mr. and Mrs. James VanHartes- Mokma.
Fennville and
RELEASED AT LAMONT
veldt Sunday, July 19, at the HolVicinity
Mrs. Lucius Boltwood entertained
land hospital.— Fennville Herald
Bom to Mr. and Mr*. James K.
Gerrit Dephouse, of Spring Lake,
a group of friends at dinner SaturVan Hartenveldt of Fennville,at The annual basket picnic of the day evening at her cottage at Ot- young attendant at the Duck Inn
Mrs. Laura Ketchum of Holland,
the Holland hospital, on July 18, a
formerly of Ganges, returned to the
Sixth Reformed church and Sunday tawa Beach. Those present were: filling station half way between
daughter, Joyce Ann; to Mr. and
home of her son, Charles,on West
School will be held at Tunnel Park Miss Elvira Boltwood of Goshen, Muskegon Heights and Grand HaMrs. Clarence Jalving of rural Wednesday, August 5. Cars -will Mass., and Donald Crawford of De- ven, was taken for a ride and PETER NORG STATES A CAMP 13th street, Holland, last Sunday,
route fl. at the Holland hospital, on
after being confined in the Holland
leave the church at 1 o’clock. Driv- troit, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hopson today lives to tell about it.
FURTHER FROM TOWN
July 18, a son Roger Dale.
Two bandits, driving an old car,
hospital the past ten weeks with a
|ers who have room in their cars and son, Earl G.; Miss Letta HyIS
PREFERABLE
_____ _
„/ are asked to call at the church and dorn, Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Rus- stopped at the filling station at 2
broken hip.
sell and daughter, Janet, Mr. and a.m. Saturday, and one of them, at
f {no vas! take some of the picnickersto the
Mr. and Mri Joe Karel of l29 Ea
Hs Persons who desire to go Mrs. Chester Boltwood and chil- ] the point of a gun, forced Dephouse More than 60 Boy Scouts from
The Fennville city council has
6ixte.nlh .tKjt, »nd Job" K.m- , ^ 30 . lw.k „nd have nn ,utomo. dren Barbara and Chester,Charles to open the till. About $6.90 was
.on of jCr ond
L I,if Fred v.„ Boltwood, Charles Armstrong,- all taken.
e^ASadne.iXa'ofhUVf:bought a new piping outfit for
Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Charles
V*1"1 before Tuc.day ovrninu. of
They then forced Dephouse to ^c»mp Mit.Chi-G.mSM; locaW the new Maple*, plant aadeUMcBride and daughter Virginia, enter
'» ‘be second
, „ pumping
.
their car and drove rapidly on the former Thumm estate
6'
SouTh
fi'yIndZ,"T^yoroty
at iSou _ .
chairman of the sports committee Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dougherty, toward Grand Haven. A half hour on Spring lake. Two weeks ago outfit the city has bought in six
couple were attended by Mr. and
all
of
Holland.
the
first
one
being
in use
years,
and a good program has been arlater, Dephouse,his eyes covered there were 45 boys in camp but DiMrs. Bernard Kammeraad of Deat the water works plant on propranged. The downstairsclasses will
rector
Peter
Norg,
who
is
Scout
exby
a
bandage,
was
set
out
on
the
catur. The bride wore a beautiful
erty near the council rooms.
compete in the afternoon and the
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Z. road at Lamont, Ottawa county. He ecutive for the area, reports the recgown of orchid chiff'in with white
upstairs classes in tne evening. Marcotte on West Fourteenth St., called state police.
ord number of 65 who were there
accessories. M r. Kammeraad is emBall games, horseshoe contests and was the scene of a beautiful but
Campers from nearly every state
ployed at the Holleman-DeWeerd
State officers already had* been during the week just past.
swimming will be enjoyed.
simple wedding Saturdaymorning apprised of the robbery by the
Although the Thum estate will in the union have camped at the
garage. The newly-weds are makAll attending are ask'd to bring when thejr daughter, Miss Ruth
ing their home at 194 West Sixowmer of the station. The bandits probably only be used as a Scout Allegan county state park this sumtbeir own supper including eotTee Marcotte. became the bride of Dr.
teenth street.
did not see a young man asleep on camp site this year, the Spring mer, according to Fred 0. Webb, in
and lemonade. Tables and benches Marinus H. Hamelink, son of Mr.
the floor behind the counter and as Lake Yacht club being about to charge. And last Sunday, Webb
and Mrs. John Hamelink. Rev. Bert
Miller Sherw<x»d, a son of Mr. are provided.
soon as they were gone, he pressed take it over for development, it con- says, a record crowd of bathers and
Brower of Home Acres, brother-in-the button which rang a bell in the stitutes an ideal spot except for its picnickerswere in the park. Campand Mrs. B. P. Sherwood, won the
tennis championship of the Y. M.
proximity to the towns of Spring' ers from other states say Allegan’s
The Bocks family reunion was law of the groom, performedthe proprietor’shome.
C. A. camp, Ha-O-Went-Haon .held Saturday at Rosnbelle beach. ceremonyat 11 o’clock in the mornLake and Grand Haven, Mr. Norg county park is one of the best in
This
is
the
third
time
that
this
Torch Lake. Sherwoodreturnshere The occasionwas also MichielBocks ing in the presence of the immedsays. He hopes next year to locate the country. Next Sunday an even
station
has
been
robbed
in
a
year.
iate families. Following the wedthis week to take part in the city soth birthday anniversary. Those
a more secluded spot, possibly in larger crowd came because of the
A
few
months
ago
the
proprietor
ding ceremony a wedding breakfast
tennis tournament scheduledduring present were: Mr. and Mrs. F.
the wilder sections of Muskegon,' county band concert. Webb prewas served. After the receptionthe shot at the fleeing car which w-as
the next two weeks. He holds the Books and son. Frederick; Michiel
Newaygo or possiblyOceana coun- : diets enlargement of the park if its
couple left for the East. They will later found abandonedwith several
boys’ title at present and will prob-, Bocks* Mrs. L. Morris.Mr. and Mrs.
ty. The council still owns the site popularity continues. The park is
he at home in Worchester. Massa- bulled holes in it.
ably enter the doubles with his Aus tin Backs and children.Leona,
of Camp McCarthy on the shore of jofatod on U.S.-31 near Ganges.
Once
before
bandits
robbed
Depchusettsafter August 1. Th «• *rHe
partner of the high school team Donald and Helen. Mr. and Mrs.
Lake Michigan but of late the
is a graduate of Holland High house awLthen stopped at the state
fast spring, Melvin Waldschmidt.—i George Boeks and children,Marian,
school and Hope College. She has police station at Grand Haven in lake has not been favored fori George Henry Plummer, 73, died
Kathleen. Bobby and Billy, Mrs.
*ted, at his home in Doug.
Haven Tribune,
taught in the Coopersville Public an attempt to borrow a light bulb. camping purposes. The no^lty of
schoolsfor three years . Dr. Hame- Several minutes later, Dephouse camping there has worn off after ,ns 0‘n Thu/sday mornjnRi July 16,
?]xmm(,r suffereda
link is a graduate of Hope College came into the station to report the the first year or two, Mr. Norg of 1931
slight stroke several weeks ago,
and the University of Michigan robbery and the officers on duty Holland
Medical school. He has practicedin recognizedthe description as fitting
Every facilityfor recreationis but seemed to be recovering from
Californiafor some time.
the car* and driver which had provided the boys at Camp Mit-Chi- it and was doing his work as usual,
Gam-Mi. On the lake front, the ed down town the day before his
I stopped a short time before.
former Thum boat house is used as sudden death, and had been talking
A large group of women of the
o
Holland Country club enjoyed the BARNES, THE CIRCUS MAN, IS a dock for the Scout cutter,used with his family only a few mofor overnight hikes and swimming ments before the end came.
bridge-luncheon given at the clubDEAD— SOLD OUT FOR
parties.There are also rowboats
house last week Tuesday. LunchA MILLION
and canoes for Scouts who have
eon was served at 1 o'clock by the
He was the oldest son of William
clubhousecateress. Guests were The Al. Barnes circus has been demonstratedproficiencyin ban
and Julia H. Plummer and was
seated at small tables, Beautiful in Holland repeatedly,that is when dling them, and for the trainingof
born at South Haven, Michigan, on
flowers decorated the rooms. Mrs. Holland could still support a circus. those who are learning.
Oct. 15. 1858. When a very small
The
central
parade
ground
where
Edwin Dodge and Mrs. William Al. Barnes always was with
,
boy he moved with his parents to
Eaton acted as hostesses.Mrs. Con dhow when it came to the city, but *roup sessionsand morning muster
Saugatuck living there a short time
held,
is
located
in
a
clearing
DePree was the winner of the his circus days aresover for he is are
"
before they came and settled on
-not
far
from
the
lake
shore,
surbridge honors in the group of Mrs. lead:
what has always been known as the
rounded
by
the
caretaker’s
houses
Dodge’s guests. Mrs. Carl Swift
In the seclusionand quiet of the
Plummer farm just south of Dougand Mrs. J. G. Van Leuwen won desert, surroundedby a peace he and camp headquarters tent. At
las. On Feb. 23, 1881, he was mareither
side
are
clusters
of
tents
in
the club bridge prizes.
l ad sought for years, Al. G. Barnes,
ried to Miss Kate Graham of Dougwhich
the
various
patrol§
are
quarFour generations of the Steketee dynamic showman of the circus,
tered. Some of the boys group in las, who survives him. Two chilfamily, numbering about 225 per- died at 5:45 a. m. Saturday.
large army tents while others have dren were born to this union, Dean,
Pneumonia
and
complications
sons, held their annual reunion at
a tent sleeping but two or three who preceded his father in death,
is mined all sumJenison Park. Families from Hol- brought to an end his turbulent
scouts. There is the camp store and and Mrs. Erma Porter now o f Alland, Grand Rapids, Zeeland, Fre- life. Time and again in the seven
mer in preparation for
commissary where candy and sup- legan. Mr. Plummer was a memmonths
since
he
came
here
seeking
mont, Beaverdam and other places
ber of the I. 0. 0. F. and of Dutchwere present. Ancestry of the to cure a lung ailment,his life was plies may be purchased, tools se- er Lodge F. & A. M. Funeral servthe winter’s needs. This
cured
for
the
handicraft
work
that
Steketee family is traced back to despaired of, but each time he reeach scout must complete in camp. ices were held from the home on
coal has to be stored.
1764. An unusual incidentof his- covered, until a sinking spell beat
The camp museum, converted from Saturday afternoon conductedby
down
his
lowered
resistance.
torical interest is that the house in
a recreation room of the former Rev. Edward Humphrey of SarYou have an empty coal
which Cornelius C. Steketee was . The tall white-haired circus vetThumm
property,contains displays anac. The floral offerings were
born in 1801 still stands at Bor- eran jvas conscious almost to the
bin, so why not let us pay
of scout handicraftand natural his- numerous and beautifuland he was
selle, The Netherlands,and is occu- last, attendants said. At his bedlaid to rest in the beautiful Saugatory exhibits, properly labeled.
pied by one of the familiesof his side was his third wife, Mrs. Maryou rent for it all summer.
There is also a mess hall, ball lot tuck cemetery beside his son Dean.
descendants.Officers elected for garet Goldsborough Barnes, former where teams from the scout camp
If
fill your bin this
the ensuing year are Dick Steketee, wife of a Colorado cattleman.
Claude Trudell. aged 55, was hurt
They married only last Decem- and from Camp Cheboygan,a pripresident; Dick Elenbaas of Zeemonth, you will be able to
vate boys’ camp on PottawattomieseverelyMonday in the plant of the
land, vice-president; Mrs. Dena bre in Phoenix, Ariz.
Two other women, former wives Payou play frequent games with Pullman ManufacturingCompany
Bo?, secretary and Edward Westtake advantage of our low
the scouts usually being returned located south of Fennville.Trudell
of Barnes, live near Los Angeles.
ing, treasurer.
summer rates . . the monThey are Mrs. Dollie Barnes his winner. Morning routine is pietty was preparing to saw a board in a
well set for those in camp although power saw and the board was
first wife, and Mrs. Jane Barnes,
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Trompen his second wife, by whom he had special permission may be secured thrown at him and struck him on
ey you save, you can chalk
for overnight
____ _c, .....
hikes
..... to
__ the
____
___
lake the side of the head. Dr. C. C.
of Grand Rapids entertained 28 his only children two girls and a ...
up as rent money for a coal
shore or expeditions into the sur-JCorkill was called and had to reguests at dinner at Pine lodge last
hoy. A sister, Mrs. Lydia Bishop,
week Tuesday evening. The dinner living in Michigan, is the only other rounding country.In the afternoon* move a splinter from the skull and
bin that would otherwise
the boys busy themselves with vari- patient was in a dangerous condiwas in the nature of a farewell survivor.
ous occupations, some completing tion. A helptr. Cecil Bostater,20,
remain empty.
party for Dr. Albert Oilman and
Around the first two wives and
his two daughters,Evelyn and , the circus was built the sensationaltheir handicraftor woodcraft work, was struck by the hoard after it
Telep. Your Order Today
others taking the archery range had wounded Trudell and Bostater’s
Jean, who will sail for Japan Aug.
life of Barnes from which he sought
and some resting or reading. The arm wa? badly injured.
15, and for Rev. and Mrs. H. BeltPhone 46)1
to escape two years ago when he
man of Grand Haven, who will sold out for a million dollars and afternoon swim is always part of
Miss Anne Idemn of Grand Rapthe camp program and is followed
leave soon for their new field in
began an almost secluded life at his
ids spent a week at the Saugatuck
at night by camp fire.
Los Angeles, Cal. Followingthe home in Los Angeles.
Mr. Norg as camp director is art colony and returned yesterday.
dinner Dr. Oilman gave a short
address.
Van de Water, Miss Eleanor Hutchinson, 14,
also of Holland, and the following
began to fail. From the time of his
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus C.
staff: Chester Le Shagway, in
No improvement is reported in arrival here he was confined to bed charge of water activities: Arthur Hutchinson of Fennville,wit enter
275 East 8th St.
the condition of Mrs. James J. almost constantlyand a ranch Homing, of Holland, in charge of the Allegan county fair queen con
test.
Danhof, of Grand Haven, wife of where he lived was guarded to prothe museum; Dr. A. C. Glennie,naJudge Danhof, county probate tect the quiet that he sought.
ture lore; Leland Beach, Holland,
OLIVE CENTER
judge.
handicraft and Isaac De Krakfcr,
this city, camp mechanic. There are
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bosch and
also a number of others who assist family of Borculo visitedat the
from time to time but who do not home of Jacob De Jongh Sunday
remain constantlyat camp.
evening.
The camp will continue through
Paul Banks and a friend from InAugust with a trip to Beaver Island diana spent a few days at the home
Matinees Daily at 2:30
in charge of Mr. Norg, as a diver- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. O.
sion for the older scouts. This trip Banks last week, returning home
will give the boys an excellent again on Saturday.
Mr. Jacob De Jongh and his
chance to test their ability as
July 31. August 1
scouts and bring into play a practi- brother John from New Groningen
Friday and Saturday
cal knowledge of what they have motored to Coleman last week and
learned.A week at Camp Mit-Chi- visited their brother Ed, and Mr.
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Town Hall at Olive Center.
Many household goods will be

Olive

.

Mr

states.

-

1 -

B/JV

.

A Public Sale will be held Saturday,
August 1, at one o’clock at the home of
John Knoll, one-fourth mile East of

,

SUMMER
/^OAL

^

we

sold,

including Furniture, Rugs, etc.
B. H.

_

big

COM

,

PUBLIC AUCTION!

jOltS

W.

15

BOW MASTER,

Auctioneer

WEARI
Holland, Michigan

8th St.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE
NOW ON
i'*

Remnants at one-third to one-third off price

All

A

and

large bargain table of small lots

short pieces— 25c to 50c val.,at each

One

IOC
69c
19c

.

Nightingale OutSize Hose, sizes

lot

-$l

9 and 9£

values, at the pair

22x45 heavy double thread Turkish
Towels

One

at

each

-

lot Children’s,

Misses’ and

$1.29 Wash Dresses, all

Two

Women’s $1.00

to

sizes, COfi

for $1.00

All our reg.$5.95

Women’s,

Misses’ and Children's

OC
eachpat99*

Silk Dresses, light and dark
terns, at

All our belter Silk

Dreuei and

all

Coals at One-Fourthto One-

Half Off Price

.

tirSy

Gebben & Yanden Berg

QUALITY COAL

THEATRES

HOLLAND

Should Windstorm Destroy

YOUR
.

.

.

Buildings

HOW

TONIGHT

“The Black Camel”

Can You Replace Them ?

Warner Cland and Sally

4

&

cyclone In

June, 1929. This
property is owned
by Englehardt

t..

;

a barn

after being struck

by a

V

Schultz,Wilson
Township, Alpena

County. We were
r

Informed

that

there was no Insurance on
!

The sure way
storm

is to

—

to be secure

build

-

Ings or content!.

i-

from loss by Wind-

have plenty of Windstorm Insurance

with this reliable old

company

the Year Before

ment

of claims.

Protection at lowest
possible cost

of Oar Local Agents or Write the

Home

COLONIAL
July 31,

Sat. at 2:30

August 1

Friday and Saturday

Bad Man”

Ken Maynard “HERO OF THE
FLAMES*1 UniversalSerial
August 3, 4, 5
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

“Public Defender”

August

6,

7,

8

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

HOME OFFICE

HASTINGS, MICH.

Matinee 2:30 on Sat.

“Holy Terror”
George O’Brien and Sally Eilers

HERO OF THE FLAMES
UniversalSerial

Costumes

Cash

Ifi

Office

Michigan Mutual Windstorm
Insurance Company

Wednesday Night, Aug. 5

“Caught”

Richard Dix and Shirley Grey

One

Monday Night, Aug. 3

Our Great Annual Costume Party

A*ses»able Assets Over $470,000,000.00
See

R.
a mis

“Great Lover”

!

DONT WAIT UNTIL AFTER THE STORM
-INSURE WITH THIS COMPANY NOW!
settle-

Timmerman entertainedwith

WOMAN”

“Alias

45 years of prompt

Great Lakes

the

Mrs. Peter Breen and Mrs. A.

3. 4, S

Matinee on

Over $409,000 Paid Last Year for Cyclone Loss

And More

The Brightest Spot on

BALLOON PARTY

4

This Is what was
left of

Ellers

costs hut little and the Thomas Watson, and other rela
area scout organization is taking lives for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs, Gil VandenBerg of
care of more campers this year
Grand Rapids spent the week-end
than ever before.
at the home of the latter’s sister,

Gam Mi

SAUGATUCK

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kraai.
John Knoll has sold his farm
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday cellaneous shower Friday evening Jack Nieboer from Hamilton. Mr.
Knoll expects to have a sale Sat
in honor of Miss Ruth Breen, who
urday aftc rnon. The Nieboer* will
will be an August hfide. Bunco was
take .possessionMonday. Most of
“Politics”
nlayed and prizes were won by
the Knoll childrenand their famiMiss Ruth Breen and Miss Hermina
Marie Dressier, Polly Moran,
Bouwman. The bride-to-berereived ies met together at the old farm 2000 inflated Balloons will be released from dome of auditorihome Monday evening and spent a um. The most spectacularspecial ever given in a ballroom.
John Miljohn,and Karen Merely many beautiful gifts. A dainty two- pleasantevening.
course lunch was served. Those
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ovcrbeekand
MOTION PICTURE-FrankFay and Laura Lal’linte in
present were Miss Gertrude Joderchildren from Holland. Mrs. (’has.
August 6. 7, Thurs., Friday
sma, Mias Lois DeWeerd, Mrs. J.
Risseladaand Mrs. Warren and GOD’S GIFT TO
Meiste, Mrs. Oliver Peterson, Mrs.
children also from Holland visited
W. Van Etta, Mrs. Oscar Bontekoe,
a* the home of H. Redder WednesMrs. H. Vander Kolk. Miss Lillian
day.
Pvkhuis. Mis? Hermina Bouwman,
Adolphe Menjou, Irene Dunne, Miss Ruth fimeenge, Mii)l Serfa
CENTRAL PARK
Ernest Torrence, Neil Hamilton Gerding, Miss Ann Hamburg, Mrs.
Peter Breen. Mrs. A. R. Timmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Dosker
and Misses Nelle, Theresa and Ruth
and son, CorneliusJr., of Louisville,
August 8. Saturday
Breen.
are guests of Mrs. Robert M. De
Free at her cottage at Central Park
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
$75.00 in
Given for Best
ESTATE TRANSFERS during August.
Rev. and Mrs. Anthony KarreAustin Harrington and wf. to man and family of Fansing. III. $10.00 lor Funniest Person in costume
Richard Arlen and Louise
Clyde Taylor and wife, a parcel of are occupying Mrs. A. Van Kuikens
Dresser
7.50 for Prettiest Girl in costume
U„d in NE'j Of Sec. =7 T r, N R.
Joh„ K1„ren of
7.50 lor best costume not confined to period or nationRoseland, III., will occupy the Van
Cornelius
wf.

August

v

PIG PAVILIOM

De Keyzer and
to
Emanuel Ge*orgePrangley et al lot
numbered 440 of 1st Addition to
Waukazoo.
John Poest and wife to Oscar
Winstrom and wf. lots numbered
98. 99, 100. 101, 102. 103 and 104 of

De Jonge’s second Addition to City
of Zeeland.
Harvey Barkel and wf. to Deur &
Hoffman Realty Co., lots numbered
81 and 82 of Slagh's Addition to
City of Holland.
John Wichers and wf. to Nicholas
Hoffman Jr. and wf., lot 124 of
Steketee Bros. Addition to the City
of Holland, Michigan.
Kate K. Harmon, single and a
widow to Melvin E. Trotter lot No.
74 of Macatawa Park.
Elmer E. Stiff and wf. to John
Ten Brink and wf. S ‘A of I>ot No.
0 in Block numbered 1 of SW addition to City of Holland.
Anna Lawner to G. A. Lacey
% of lot numbered 6, Block 36 in
the city of Holland.
Deur & Hoffman Realty Co. to
1

W

„„

re-

Zoe|^n cottage at Central Park
during
H,,r,ntrAugust.
A"™stWilfred Bult of Chicago spent
several days at Central Park with

Mexican Senorita, Indian Maiden,
Spanish, Colonial, Russian, Vamp costumes

5.00 each lor best

Mrs. Fred Dyk.
The Centr.1 Perk ...oci.tion
elected its officersfor another year.

A. Kronemeyer,president;G.

WAS FORGOT-

TEN”

Fletcher, vice-president;G. Dahlenberg. secretary,and E. Schmal- Special feature production, one of the
feld .treasurer. An effort I- being
plays.
made to get electrieMightsfor the
• IfV
Mr. and Mrs. A. Kronemeyer are
celebratingtheir 26th wedding anniversary this week with a party
attended by 120 relatives and
friends. Some are here from Passaic, N. J., Chicago, Grand Rapids,

seasons

best photo-

park.

Friday Night, Aug

7,

WALTZ CONTEST

Kalamazooand Muskegon.
Rev. Richard J. Vanden Berg of

Flint,

'

$35 in Cash for Best Dancers

Zeeland was master of ceremonies.
The Central Park baseball team 1st prize, $10,

took the Corner Hardwares into
camp Monday night to the tune of
8 to 7. The losers were unable to
cut

down

the early lead that the

John Wichers and wf. Lot 27 of Central Park boys had made. Then
Van Den Bergs Addition to the Olfy Fred Japing® of the Hardwares
came up in the sixth with a man on
of Zeeland.
base ami hit a home run to tie the
score . The Parkers made three in
the seventh while the Corner Hardware? could make hut two. Batteriies: TrRoller and Heusing: R. Van
I«ente and Berkomnas.

2nd, $7.50; 3rd, $5; 4th, $4; 5th, $3; 6th,
$2.50 — 3 consolationprizes of $1.00

MOTION PICTURE— Jaynette

Art Kassel of “Kassels in the Air”

Broadcasting Orchestra

_

FOR SALE AND FOR RENT
CARDS for sale at the News. 32
West

8th St., upstairs.

Gaynor and Warner

Baxter in "Daddy Long Legs

Every Night

Dancing

&

Motion Pictures

Till

Labor Day

